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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, June 28, 1945

These Calloway County Men Reported For 7TH WAR LOAN
induction In Military Service May 31,.1945 DRIVE OVER HERE

•

SATURDAY NIGHT
4, •

GUAM. June NI Radio TokYrs
reported Alfred invasion- - foreet.
were fighting their svay today onte
Kume Island, 50 miles west of
Okinawa. and predicted American assault ftrrets, may land (an the
China coast preparatory to Mead' ine Japan.
The unconfirmed report on the
Kume invasion said s"heavy fighting is now in progress." It described the aetion as a "fresh
landing- in the central Ryukyu Is- Americans are devlands whets.
eloping new bases to hit (he enemy
homeland.
Takyo quoted Maj. Gen. Masonl
Ito. ems of Japan's leading military conunentators, as saying there
was no immediate prospect of an
invasien of Japan and Okinawa is
"tetally unsuitable as a -base for
,large scale operations."
Another bisaidcast quoted the'
Tfiltyo- newspaper - wionnuri • kiuchi
.aa noting ."the possibility is great
that the enemy will attempt a
landing on the China continent iii
'prilarrattrar law the actual: invaimet
of Japait."
Cipture of Ktithe would add a
kitle-mere than 10 square mike: tb
the American-held Ryukyu area.
including Okinawa and the nearby
Keriama Islands. It Would also provide the western flank of Okinawa
where capture of 802 more prisoner* boosted Nipponses lasses .for
the inmpaigo to 111.351.
Klima. shaped like a dog's head
pointed toward the China coast is
due west of Okiniokes capital city
of :Naha, and within_ 300 miles of
Formosa. On the west side, from
the tip of the dog's nose southis
eight
eastward its coastline
miles lame One height • on
the
north end rises over 900 heat and
mother near the south end up to
An allapproximately 920 feet,
weath.r highway traverses a large
part of the island I

-

Ten Calloway men reorietadt,to Louisville for induction May 31. They are, from left to riglat:
First row. Oscar B. Turnbovr. Jr.. Calvin E Key, Edward M. Shroat. Sidney J. McKee.
Seehad row, Alton )1. Ridings. Telles Carroll, J. C Russell.
Third row, W. B. McCuiston. Tillman 1.. Bury. Hubert Brandon.

T. H
According to Chairman
Ibtakes. and Zelna Carter. the Calloway Seventh War Loan Drive still
-end .Saturday night. The general
euota of $375,000 has been met, but
e E Bond quota is short about
0.000 of the 9215,000 assignment.
ivIth $511.1350.50 beine sold, according to a_ report Tuesday.
These men remind all Caltoway
county that this county has never
fall= stiort of ...a quota. and urge
those having surplus money to put
It into E Bonds before Saturday
night, thus making a good investment, aiding in the war effort, and
helping the county to meet her
sjuota..
A letter .from J. S. Bate, Jr.. exacutive manager of the War Finance Committee, he states, "No
matter how much sierifice it takes
in time and effort to put our E
Bend quota over, it cannot compare
with the sacrifice made by our
men .and womee in uniform. Let'.
not fail them.'

Sgt. Palmer Outland Boyd Gilbert Joins
ALVItifi Firm;
A nnOunced Candidate Sold
Business Here
For Circuit Clerk

Vol. XV; No. 27

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

President Truman's Speech „Urged
L
U. Charter
Quick Ratification

E Bond-Quota
Remains Unmet

Radio.Tokyo Reports
Americans Fighting
Onto KUme

Service Men's
Pictures!

Watch Your Yellow Delegates of 20
Label!
Nations Expect

Daily the pictures of Service
If your yellow label on the LedMen are being brought to this ofger & Times says 6-45, it ' means
fice to have cuts made for tie
that your subscription expires with
newspaper and the Honor Soul(
this issue. We invite you to renew
that is to be published soOn.
se
at your earliest conveniesite
If your service men's picture that you will not miss getting the
has not been turned in at this of- paper next week. We appreciate
fice. won't you attend to the mat- having you on the mailing list and
ter right away? It requires several want you to continue as a regular
days to mail the picture -away and reader and our friend --L. H.
get it back. Se get your picture in
H.•

Fourth July Picnic
On Kentucky Lake

S-Sgt. Chas. Sparks
Arrives In Murray;
"Missing" 52 Days

J. A. McCord and his brother
have completed plans for a picnic
on the Kentecky Lake, according
made
to the two men, and have
fun
arrangements fur plenty of
fur those who want to go to the
river. ,
They have engaged radio stars
for entertainment, and offer to
the public gOod thing's to 'eat and
drjnk as well as fun on the water
fishing, boating, and swimming.

Quick Approval
FRANCISCO. CALIF.—.
-SAN
the
win
movement to
A
quickest possible ratification for
the United Idetions charter- grew
among cohference delegates today.
It was spurred on by President
Truman's urgent plea to make the
new world peace plan "a living
thing."
The chief executive himself, -after making the final address of
the 9-week conference yesterday,
is en route to Washington, by way
'of his home at Independence, Mo.,
to carry the charter formally and
personally - before the Senate next
Monday:
"I am sure," be told the delegates of 50 flatlet's here, -that the
overwhelming sentiment of the
people of my country arid of their
representatives in the Senate Is
in favor of immediate ratification.'
A poll- which reached 26 of the

BULLETIN
STrIT1NIUS APPOINTED
WORLD LEAGUE*
iNDEPENDENCE. MO, June
27 -- President Trum.an announced today he had accepted
the resignation of/Edward R.
Boyd Gilbert has sold his Gilbert
Ralph Wear, linotype operator
Gatlin Outland. 44 who was kt
Mr.
of
son
Outland,
Sgt, Palmer
Stettinius, Jr,, as secertary of
the
Fthieral business to the Gregg Fu- and circulation assistant of
ed by an accident while plowing ou.
of
and -Mrs. Woodard Outland
state, and was appointing him
neral Home of Jonesboro, Ark. Mr Ledger & Times is ill and unable
his farm - near Elm Grove, was
been
North Seventh Street. has
as American representative on
Gilbert's family will continue to to work this week. It is presumed
buried at Elm Grove Sunday afterIAye Bricks. 59 years of age. was announced a candidate for the ofthe postwar security council
reside in his. home on Fifth and that an insect bit his arm during
noon, June 24. The minister was found
near
dead at his home
fice of -eircuit court clerk -by his Poplar. but the business will be his sleep Saturday night. On arisand chairman of the United
Rev. L T. Daniel. .
Coldwater _ Wednesday afternoon„ friends. The political announceStates delegation nn its general
'moved to Jonesboro.
ing Sunday morning he noticed w
Mr. Outland' was born in Mc- and a. verdict was given of suicide, ment ies Ai-sair.-wwwics-pa,per.
assembly.
By John Mack .Carter
Mr. Gilbert has accepted it posi- small pimple on his arm, but did
Cracken County arid was the 'son' death being caused by the drinking
Sgt. OutIsnd was at home a few
The „President "announced he
Mr
become ill until that afternot
of
son
Sparks,
Charles
Casket
5-Sgt.
Breed
&
Crane
with
tion
of the late Mr. an Mrs. Egrus Out- of carbolic acid, according to R. days recently. but left for Camp
would appoint ,a success/sr to
noon when .his temperature rose and Mrs C L. Sparks. arrived home
Cinof
Company
Manufacturing
land. He is. survived,by his wife, W. Churchill. coroner..
Atterbury, bid where he will reStettinius as state secretary
Thursday. June 21, after being rehis new job he He has been quite ill since.
Mrs. Aria Outland, one daughter. • AcCording to information re- main for furthtr orders. Accord- cinnati. Ohio. On
next Monday or Tuesday. but
Italy.
in
missing
Kentucky, Illinois.
According to the records here ported
Miss Bettie Sue Outland:, three sis- ceived here. Mr. Brooks was found ing to the point system, he is qual- will travel in
laughed off attempts of reportMississippi. His this is the first time he has been
.
and
on
Tennessee.
engineer
aerial
Sparks.
S-Sgt.
Mrs.
and
discharge.
Murray.
Berry,
a
for
ified
ters, Mrs.
in his work shop in a barn near
ers to make him say it would
ny friends congratulate him on absent from work because of illness a B-17 with the AAF in, Italy. had
Archier Bradford, Pactueish. and his home, by his wife, Mrs. Annie
be James F. Byrnes of Smith
He is a native of the Cherry
sucin
hips
here
wish
work
and
tou
work,
started
new
he
his
on
is
since
flak
by
down
shot
plane
his
Mrs. Frank Henry. Detroit. Mich., Zanier Brooks, about .5 o'clock eimuntuut.y, but- atensiatt tbs. M
.
.
Via
well
-hi
known
happiness.
Is
and
Ralph
crew
1933
'The
ft
March
mieflon,
sixth
one brOthef. David Outland: and when she returned from a little ray grade and high school where
He said Stettinius had acGilbert
quite
E
W
been
of
has
son
he
and
Gilbert.
where
Mr.
county
Hungary
over
out
bailed
ten
of
one half-brother, Craig Outland. neighborhor.d party and discovered he was a recognized athlete. He
cepted the offer of the Oh as
of near Almo, has conducted his active in civic, church, and WS seven of them got together then
Murray
him missing. She went in' search was drafted in September 1942,
United States representative in
20 years Scout work. He is at his home or and the other three got back laMurray
in
business
funeral
the league of United Nations •
He was a member of' the Elm cf him and found him dead. In- and 57 days after his induction.
years
ten
Almo
in
Streets.
located
land"
Olive
was
and
and
Fifth
ter They landed in -no-man's
must was sent across the seas. He has
projet•ted under the peace char- ,
in- Grove Church. and Woodmen of dieationvi showed -that he
The new bag of prisoners
He is
between two front lines. uninjured
ate all four hours seen service in the North African before coming to Murray.
ter he steered through • to apercased the captive total to WOE the world, and had many 'fnends have been dead
Kentucpast president of the West
The Bulgarians aided them toproval at San Francisco.
Mrs. Brooks had seen him near his campaign. was in the battle of
One group was taken in by 10th in 'the county.
Association.
abotit 2 o:clock that after: Cassino in Italy. and was in the ky Funeral Directors
ward their base. By walking and
Army mop-up squads when caught
Mr. Outland was killed Friday workshop
Mason. a Lfon, and a member of
using other means. Sparks got back delegations showed that 30 of the
second group to make the beach a
wading. neck deep, in surf off the night. June 22, when the tractor he neon.
church.
Baptist
the
after
days
to Italy on hts 2. 52
26 expect their nations to ratify
He haf been in ill health and it landing in the European invasion
southern end of °kinds:ea. trying was using turned over on him. Bebailing out and four days before the charter this year.
His Campaign, until he is dis•
to sneak north te become viler- cause rain had delayed work, the Is pre6med that this caandition
the end of the war.
Before the President's appear
riIlas. In the northern setter. '.1a- tractor Vila being kept - busy at caused him to take his life. A bot- charged, will be in the tends of
state
S-Sgt Sparks is here for 30 days ance two Americans of the AmeriearthhidisaUt reinnants ambushed night. Ur. Outland's half-brother. tle from which the person -was his friends. according to
were mints made by' his' acquaintances.
with his parents and wife the for- can delegation will open the drive
Americans.
and
Craig Outland, who was to have taken and .an empty glass
Chairman
•
body.
mer Miss Floreta Wells. before he for quick ratification.
relieved him at 4 am., awoke al found near .his
and
Mr.
of
son
George West. Jr.,
Connally ID.-Tex.t of the Foreign
Florida.
to
reports
wa4 a 1.4rraser and owned his
a.m.. and realized that the tracBouleMrs. G 0. West of Olive
Relations Committee. and Senator
He wears a unit citation for outtor wasn't running. He found the farm' and several head of livestock
vard.:is in a serious condition at
left by
R.-Mich.a
Vandenberg
Good
the
achievement.
standing
body pinned underneath the trac- He had for a number of years
the Clinic with a probable concus-.
plane last night to return directly
his
in
pleasure
additional
the
Medal.
found
Air
the
medal,
Conduct
tor.
about noon Tuesto the capital. Connally will report
The staff of the Ledger & Times sion from a fall
he made walkEuropean Theater of War ribbon
Hale, who was retutn- workshe-P where
Dr. I..
day.
to the Senate Thursday. and Vanwooden will enjoy a holiday Wednesday.
a
is
Mel Tidwell. 44. native of Cal- Mg from a call, snapped and esti-- ing __canes, .and other
and
with three battle stars,
George was standing up in the
will speak on Fripy.
denberg
pathe
get
to
plan
We
Fourth
the
articles.
buried
loway County. was
al Ft-ed. mated that Mr. Outland had been
member of the Caterpillar Club--a
Secretary of State Stinnius also
per out Thursday. but we may miss back of a small delivery truck driv.eie. Okla. June 5 Ile died June dead about two hours.
only aftet
join
can
you
which
club
He was highly respected in his
left for Washington with top State
the Thursday afternoon mail. Ev- en by Howard Brandon and acci2 of cancer of the stomach after an
bailing out once successfully.
and has a wide circle
Department officials last night and
The active pallbearers were John cemmunity
eryone will get the paper on Fri- .dentally fell off in front' of Jabru
illness of 18 months.
no definite
has
Sparks
S-Sgt
will be trieved at
who
friends
of
arrived there today Ahead of him
Stamps. Amon Owen. F. If. Faughn.
dayf Our wish to all our readers is: Outland's home on West Main
be
of
to
nice
is
member
it
a
says
he
but
was
plans,
He
death.
ilia
Oklahoma
to
went
Tidwell
Mr.
is the task of leading the array of
Edwin Stokes. Marvin Mauston. ands
Street.
A happy. safe Fourth of July.
home and fish on the Kentucky witnesses on
the Coldwater Church of Christ
21 years ago. married, and has a Lafayette Outland
world organization
held
be
will
fnneral
the
Lake
where
is surs 'ven year old daughter
who will appear before the Senate
II
L.
Eld.
Frictuy.
sometime
vived by two sisters,. Mrs. Solon
Foreign , Relations Committee.
Pogue will cenduct the final ritt•s
Shackelford and Mrs. Lois Ilia
Stettinius left Leo Pasvoleity, an
Antioch
and burial will be in the
Murray; his mother. Mrs. Joe Tidasstistant and ranking American ex-cemetery.
well. who lives with Mrs Shackelpert on the United Nations oreaniBesides his wife, he is survived
ford; three brothera, Sans Tidwell.
zation, here to attend an organiIII. Musses Iris Key and Talese
by five daughter. Mrs" Volena
The Gil Sc lilt it hi 1111‘ e hecn Ill,
"Akron. Ohio. Raymond Tidvicill. In
S-Sgt. James B Buchanan, son of
zation meeting of the United NaWest. Lynnville. Mrs. Audell By- in day camp this week will have Whiteside were leaders for Unit Mr. and Mrs John Buchanan, arthe Navy, and Ralph Tidwell in
tions preparatery commission to-,
and ElizBagtvell
Myra
'Mrs.
Misses
Route.
Rural
II;
sidurr4;
num.
city
the
in
ceremonials
closing
the
mor?iWednesday
Cermany.'''
rived in Murray
ady
This commission, including
leaders
were
Upchurch
Misses
Detroit,
Fay
Garland,
abeth
Margie
in
o'clock
5
at
evening
Friday
park
tailA
Mrs Shsekelford has just returning for a 60-day furlough
representatives of all 50 nations.
was
Rowlett
Tom
Mrs.
Set.
Geneva
1,
and
Unit
Jean
Wanda
of
and
badges.
receive
will
they
which
el to Murray after spending six
gunner in a B-24. S-Sgt. Buchanan
's'ill have its regular headquarters
Brooks who lived at hornas two the Firowliieli will fly up to Scouts 'supervisor of the program.
weeks with her brother Mrs. Hill
was shot down over Austria and
Grogan. 78 years of in London. will prepare for the
H.
Bernice
proweek's
the
Route
in
Murray,
Curtis
enrolled
son....
Brooks.
Those
he public Is invited to attend the
of the tfertted Statism- errs
was held prisoner by the CrefMaISO age. died at ftil Fturne on Nute..5
eau attendert_ Bac_ lunerat.
Brooks. ceremony. More than 50 .Girl gram were:.
Cpl. Creetwood
2.. and
for 14 months.
evening after having suf- ganization and recommend a site
Tuesday
with the army in Germany; and Scouts' including 'ten' Seriuts from
Brownies
for-permanent headquarters.
He was flying from a base fered a heart attack.
three _grendelaildren.
Lynn Grove have engaged in the . Lash Dell Hopkins, Carolyn Sde
Mr. Truman witnessed the signon February 25, 1944. when
Italy
services will be conFuneral
_
.
Hatcher.
Caraway. Emma Lou
activities of this week.
fighters damaged' 'the plane and ducted Friday afternoon at the ing of the. charter by the Amerienjoyed Jeanette Huie, Annette Ward, Anita the crew ,.bailed out. They landed Providence Church of Christ with can delegation. The United States
The members have
swimming in the city pool each Rowland. Patsy Rowland. Frances in waist-deep snow in the Alps, and Eld. J. B. Hardeman in charge and delegation signed in 28th ;Alice.The President brought the hisFiiuii ral sei vices for Mrs. Ida May
morning under the direction of Lee Farmer, Fidelia Austin, Mary the Germans we're
waiting for burial will be in tije Hicks Cemetoric assemblage of 50 United Na114-: mew's Trevathan, 79. widow of
certified swimmers. The remainder Linda Chalk, Betty Clara Russell, them.
tery.
Betty
Farmer,
Ann
Shelton,
tions to a final close with the decTrevalhan, wisn died SaturT..
of each day was spent in recreation. Patsy
a
Mr. Grogan was the son of the laration that it had "created a
Soon they were moved to
d-iy maiming at her home in MayThe Third annual homecoming projects, spia-ts, music, nature study. C. Bondurant.
GroR.
Thomas
Mrs.
and
They
Mr
late
Frankfurt
at
camp
prison
UNIT I
great instrument for peace and Sefield were held Sunday afternoon
Fourth of July picnic :011 be held rest and eating. Sleeping out one
Verona Smith. Joyce Russell. Jean were moved several times after this gan and was born and reared in curity and human progress in the
at 3 pm at the Church of Christ.
Wednesday July 4 at the same night was included in the proearly
his
received
or
county.
boxcars
He
this
ip
rode
usually
Farris, Betty and
world."
of which she Was a member for 65
place is has Away.; been held. gram as well as cooking outdoors Corn. Norma Jean
ucation in the county schools and u. But now the world must use it.
June West. Jacqueline Wear, Bren- walked the distance. A recreation
years. John B Hardeman
Milter's Cross Road on the. old one,meal
Huntingin
the President said, otherwise!
'Smith, Geneva Sue Allison, program was active in the camps then attended school
Ond burial.was in the HighHazel road, and the plans- are
•
The Mothers working with thide
don. Tenn.. and for several years
Pfc. Raymond 1.. Kimbro. son of ready for one of the nicest enterJonell Foy, Jan. but the food was very poor.
Letitia Mall
x x x We shall betray all those
land Park cemetery.
were: Mrs. H. C. Corn. •
During the last three months of taught in the county school sys- who have died in order that we
She'is survived by one son. B. L. Mr. and Mn. Charles Kimbro of tainments yet conducted. accord- Mrs Sam Calhoun. Mrs. N. P. Hut- Ice Clopton. Frances Horton. Nan'
tem, but gave up teaching in order might meet here in freedom and
Trevathan. Neaten; two daughters. Murray Route 5, was wounded in ing to the two sp.ansork Wayland son, Mrs. Leon Smith, Mrs. Telles cy Barry. Ann 13 Ridings, Jean imprisonment. .S-Sgt Buchanan and
while serving Perry and J. M. 'Memel.
Hutstin. Jane Key, Salone Morton, many other prisoners had no reg- to devote his entire time to farm- safety to create it."
Mrs Walter Cleaver, Mayfield; Mrs. action on May 23
Caraway. Mrs. Ivan Futrell.
As chief executive of the United
Betty Lou Wilkins, Sue Lockhart, ular camp and spent all the time ing. He was a community leader
For the past three years. these.
Guy Gardner, Knoxville; one bro- with the Arrocil Forces in Austria.
contributed
1•Itirses' Aids who
as received by his men, well known in the county
Mildred Louise Rhodes, Jean Mor- on the road. They were marched and was always interested in the States, he promised that the charC I. Manning. Bryan. Texas: This message
_
Carman.
Mrs.
G.
were:
M.
time
was
his
He
of
county
advancement
ter of a new world organisation
continuously- from one place to anfor, teftir promotional - entertainIwo grandchildren, and nine great parents.
Mrs. J 0 Chambers, Mrs. G. C.
New dedicated to preservation of peace
a devoted member of the
UNIT II
other.
lil(o entered the service ments offer to the rubiic a prograndchildren.'
Pfc. Kt
Ashcraft, Mrs, A. M. Wolfson,
and
Church
Christ
of
Providence
will be sent to the Senate "at
Hilda McCamish, Diane Hendrick,
They we're liberated on April 28,
.•-frelierverl 2.8 months gram that will fill the day With
In April
Mrs. Joe
Carney Hendon, and
Frieda Nell Jones, Nancy .-Wear, 1946..,by members of the First Ar- had served on the church board., once." Likewise, he urged speedy
MEMBERS OF -LEGION POST 73 ib the Panama Canal Zone. He tans fun, and interest. They promise
palter.
Early in life he was married to ratification by other nations.
Nancy Jones, Barbara Ashcraft, my. 'burins the time in prison.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE
In' the States in December of 1944 plenty to eat in the way of barbeLeaders in other fields were: Ada Lorene -Elliott. Peggy Turner, 8-Sgt Buchanan Ion about
Throughout his address ran the
50 Miss Roberta Perry who preceded
cue, bambUrgera. ise cream .and
before being sent to France.
him in death. They had two chil- theme that the charter of the new
good Miss Jane Jones. dramatics; Miss Letha Lyons. Ann Fenton, Betty pounds
legion
He wears a Good Conduct Medal cold drinks. Besides having
The District American
He will report to Florida, but dren. William Grogan, who is in world leggue is only an instrutime, the program will be cen- Mary -E. Russell, arts and crafts; Cotham.' Carolyn Melugin, Janot
meeting will be held in Mayfield and a Pre-Pearl Harbor Ribbon.
doesn't know what he is going to the insurance business in New Or- ment: a machine that was built
trally located so -that title gas' Miss Jane Sexton. singing; Miss Smith, Betty Sur Hutson.
at the American Legion Chib Roomleans. and Kenneth Grogan, in the from universal desires that never
Kathleen Key, nature; Mrs. L. M
- do.
UNIT III
will be used, the men asserted.
at 2 p.m: on Friday. July 1.
army, stationed in San Antonio, gain shall the 'world be engulfed
Ann 'Rhodes. Ann Blake Curry.
---from three Indio stations Overbey. 'Miss Carolyn Vaughn,
_.o..Thet District Commander Will
were Patricia Anh ,Futrell. Sara Ruth
in war. It isn't perfect, Mr TeoPfc. Richard Gholson, son of Texas.
Now is the time 'to buy' your' have been engaged. as well as lo- Miss Martha Jean Baker
FA Shelton in' a letter to Post ComBrownie leaders.
Later Mr Grog:an married Mrs. man said, and there must be a will
Calhoun. Mary Alice Hopkins, Joan MY and Mrs Paul B. Gholson. srmander Cqrmlie Graham, stressid Federal Auto Stickers, apply at the cal talent. Recaardirss or- aaindidates will be a,feature of the day's
Mrs Jerry Hurt Dunn and Mrs. Love, Robbie Watson, Nancy Ann rived this sawing from several Maude Freeland Grubbs. who sur- among, nations to. use it we'll. But
the importance of t KIR meeting and regt Office.
(Continued on Page 31
)
vives him.
months' duty overseas,
program. .
Pat Hackett were leaders for unit Sammons, Gloria Dean Moss
Harry Medd. ?lost Master
urges a full attendance.

+1;stlizt Outland
Killed In Tractor
Accident Sat. A. NI.

n.h-

LEE BROOKS, 59,
WEST SIDE FARMER
TAKES HIS LIFE

corimm

Ralph Wear Suffers.
An Insect Bite

S-Sgt. J. B. Buchanan
Arrives Wednesday;
Prisoner 14 Months

and oill put
The. TV.%
rioii

•

"A letter from home" to
those here and away—
from friends in Calloway County — A place
Xteighbors and
Co
stand ar d Printing
t citizens.
First St

George'West Injured
Seriously From Fall

thcl

•
Ledger & Times.To
Observe The Fourth

Rvel Tidwell, 44,
Dies in Oklahoma

1
I

Girl Scouts to Have Program Friday
at Park; Final Event of Day Camp

Raymond L. Kimhro
Wounded In Action

Mrs. Trevathan
Dies In Mayfield

tial

iners

BERNICE GROGAN,
73, DIES SUDDENLY
TUESDAY EVENING

Third Annual Pim'
To Be Held July 4 at
Miller's Cross Road
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THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 1945

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

About 30.000 strawberry plants
Dresden, :Arai Miss Marjorie Gay-! Memphis, are guests of the for- Wesley Waldrop.
daughter. Lee. of Paducah, are
lakes, they will be closed to fishing
gardens iii
Walter Taylor of Washing. guests. today and tomorrow of Miss 600 Black Bass Are
lord were. visitors in the office of mer's sister. Mrs. 0 J Jennings.
five clays before the opening of the have been set in home
Greenup county this year.
and Times Thursday. l Mrs. John M. Rowlett left Sun- ton. D. C. is the guest of her mo- Velma Tyree.
the
Ledger
•
Hematite
Caught
at
Mr and MeerendOlphus Lassiter and in the home their aunt. Mrs.
duck season this fall.
ther, Mrs. E S. Diuguid, Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Dick swhager
and daughters. Linda Lou and Betty 0. L Broach Miss Gaylord will day for Cincinnati where she will other relatives.
Lake
Last
Sunday
There are only a few boats on the The acreage of tomatoes in Carart
at
course
in
five
weeks'
take e
Detroit announce the birth of a
Jane, of Detroit., have been visiting, enter
callege hers this fall.
available for rental from local .
lake
Overbey
rolicounty,will be cut in half this
and
Mrs.
John
children son. Sheryl K.. on June 23,
4 the University of Cincinnati,
friends_ _in the
relativas- Mr and Mrs. Heirrian Hill who' Mrs Gordon Banks and son. Gor- of-Johnson City. Tenn are visiting weight 8 pounds and 13 ounces. Hematite Luke on -the Kentucky ;maple Most'fishermen- have been ye-at,-'due to labor -eleartage..
county.
Woodlands National Wildlife Re- brining their own boats with
the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Swhiger will be remembered fuge
have Seen in Detrott for the past
•
was opened for fishing for
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ross. Nash- three months have returned to don Rainey. of Fort Wayne. -Ind- Luther Robertson
sts,
Gilbert Funeral Home
as Miss Lela Frank Brown,, the first time last Sunday. June 1,7. them. - •
here
weeks
with
relittwo
lave-spending
vthe
guests last week of Mr their home on Route 4. Murray.
fished
have
who
- •
Incorporated
fishe4rnen.
Many
Mr.
daughter
and
Mrs.
of
the
late
Mrs.
Murray
friends
in
Robert Bergman nas re• oyes and
A large crowd of fishermen were
and Mrs. Tip Doran. Tommie and
Mrs Matte West and Mrs Mary
Mrs. Walter Boone and children I urnod to her home in Hazard fol- Frank Brown. She graduated front on hand in spite of bad weather. in the more publicized fishing waJimmy.
have moved of Elizabethtown, are guests of lowing a visit
'
with her mother. Murray High School and attended They were pleasantly surprised by ters thfoughout the eountry, were We the undersigned Stockholders
Mr and Mrs Rue Nix, Bettie and Doran and Ism Earl,
to
Paducah
to
Grove
Lynn
Gat.
Mrs.
parentsjer.
Bob
from
Mrs.
and
J.
t
iter
B.
Hay.
Se.
and other rela- Murray State College before going the size of the bass they caught. impressed by the size and -fight" of the above corporation, do move
Billy Rue. of •Uniori City. visaed
Hematite that the said corporation be disPeri
will
where
their
home.
-make
relatives:
other
Bergman.
tives.
lin.
Jimmy
and
who act to Detroit to make her home.
I
Six hundred black bass were caught put up by the bass inlines - were solved. this June 25, 1945.
Mrs. Artie Nix and Miss Lucy limeLake.- Many -casting
•
B. Maaon of May(rel-d and they averaged 3 1,,2 pounds
school
begins
until
employed
Hood.
Jr.
Richard
of
eompanied
H
mother
to
I
A-S
his
Murray,
per broken and many hooks " were
. as week end.
•
.
Which motion was (retried unanzna Mrs. Hollis ;lieu of California
Plc Richard le Kemp is Visiting They will reside on Tennessee Franklin Marshall College. Lancas- remained for the rest of the sum- were guests th;s see.li: of Mr, bass. Nunierous four and (ivev straightened out 'Many fish broke imotelly by all stockholders being
Street.
a
leave
Pa
.
with
is
spending
mer
ter.
pound
were taken. One sixhis Wife. Mrs. Eudora Retnp. 304
[toes' cousin Mrs. Eat Huie and pounderfists
loose after having been hooked. present and voting for it.
was caught.
North 7t.b. Street Pie Kemp has Mrs. I:-la Outland of Chicago. ac- his parents. Mr and Mrs It H. A-S Pat Crawford. who hal. comMute.
-..Mrs.
Boas
wts
called
tine fisherman failed to landthree 'Witness our hands as president
pleted his pre-med training at the
been in camp in Florida and is en. companied by her daughter.. Mrs
re::.+11 ly bepos:
., of Hematite Lake is located in be- four to five pound bass sod landed and secretary. and treasurer.- W.B.
Dorothy Bennett and son Allan Mrs. Joe T Lovett returned Mon- University of Louisville, is spend- to Mayfield and
route lei- Nebraska.
death of ner tween Hie Cumberland and Ten- a three and one-half pounder in Gilbert, president; Its Gilbert. Seche illness
she
Neb.,
day
'where
from
Omaha.
ing
a
leave
with
his
parents.
Dr.
Marie
friend.
Douglas
Mrs.
and
a
Sgt. Julian P Slaughter, wife
nessee Rivers ,on the Trigg-Lyon only five Minutes
Jyle
mother Mrs. Jim 1V-i:iht.
retary and treasurer.
and daughter. Betty of Tampa. Evinessy. all of Chicago were vis- %%sited her parents. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs F. E. Crawford He will
_
Mrs. Howard Gat nt ie who has County tine near the refuge headWelts,
Ramey
John
Daniel
IT.
go
A-S
to
Asheville.
N.
C..
where
he
office
Times
Ledger
&
itors
in
the
Fla,. spent the past week with his
beren the goes: oi Irsr parents Mr. quarters The 100-acre lake was
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Attie Slaugh- Thursday. They have been the Lovett • of Miami University, Ox- will be stationed as a corpsman in and Mrs. Otis Harrison of West impounded in 1941 and was well
leave
in
spending
ford.
a
Ohio,
is
the
U.
S.
Naval
Convalescent
Hoster. 406 Sycamore. sg.. Slaughter guests of Mrs. Outland's brother
Main St. has returned to lie, stocked with game fish. No fishRE-ELECT
R,and Benton Lassiter. of Mur- Murray with his parents. Mr. and pital until September 1. when he home in Detroit Mrs. Guthrie has mg was allowed until last Sunday.
reports back to Tampa July 1.
Mrs.
Lovett.
expects
to enter Medical School, to
Mr. and .Mrs. Arley Curd of ray. and of her mother. Mrs. W. B
The
Fish
and Wildlife Service,
recently visited het daughter in
Mrs. J C. McNiel and grand- complete his training.
Charleston. West Vt.; MA, Laurtne Lassiter, and a sister. Mrs. Vera
U. S. Department of Interior, which
Kansas City.
daughter.
Nancy
Mr.
Jennings.
and
Mrs.
of
Carter
La
Robertson.
also
will
They
Model.
of
Jones.
.
and
Curd: alemphit. Tenn ..SaSae
Mr. and Mrs. XLiel Harrison and operates the the Kentucky WoodMrs. Johnnie Barrow of Pa- Center. spent the week-end with Detroit, and son. Sgt. Billie Robert- ',.iughter Margaret Lee of Ful- lands National Wildlife Refuge. has
Mrs. L K Pinkley visited therr
son.
arrived
Bob.
for
Tuesday
a
visit
Fffef. -"alf.-7----AIR-r-TherneWn. • 5-nd -death 'emenittr--ttornr.
three
Lakes open for fishing
Mrs. with Mr. and Mrs. J R Robertson. ti.n. Ky. were Sunday guests of in theother
Mr. Thompson. last. Week.
Mr and Mee Attqp Barmen left Hahs and daughter. Lynn. them'
same vicinity. 'Fishing is
Mr. Harrison's parents, Mr.. and
Sergeant
accompanied
Robertson
and
Lynn.
Hahs
spent
several
ye and Mrs. Harry Moore of uTesday for Lexington to visit .his
conducted in accordance with the
Mrs. 0. W. Harrison.
Feendale. Mich.. who accompanied sister. Miss Pantie •Baretett While. on shell- return to La Center ffIr a months as a prisoner of the Ger- -Dickiee Hood, or the Navy is State of Kentucky's..fishing reguhtman
army.
visit.
Lt: K C. Stewart from Camp At- there Mr Barnett will study herlions. No special permit
Mrs. H I Sledd and Miss Fran- Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Myers of home on leave visaing his parents quired . by the Fish and is retea:wry:1nd ie.).- Murray on June uculture at the University of KenWildlife
Mr
5nd
Mrs.
Halt
•Hood.
IS.•gra gueraa na the- norms of Mrs, tucky and- Cincinnati They will ces Sledd returned Friday from Mayfield. were in Murray MonHarold' Glen Derma son of Mr, Service for fishing. No outboafd
Prattville.
spent
Ala
day.
where
they
..bout
10 days
Maurea.parents. Mr and Mrs.r A be it.ise
.)ncl Mrs. A. F. Oc.rati, is home en motors are allowed although elecMrs. George Upchurch has gone leave from the Navy Reser.
Sete-art:of Rowte 6. Mr _Moore wilt Mrs •Joel Stephen.= and son hate t7.14:1 V:4:311-S with relatives.,
se. Of- tric motofs are permitted.
to
lkillas.
Mr.
Teas.
and
and
Raines
where
Mne
Lowry
she
is
the
go.tu Ferndale on June 30. and returned from Port Hueneme...Calif..
ficer ° Training -Corps', Tulane Uni- These lakes were constructed and
Lowry,
Jr
,
of
guest
Detroit,
of
Mr..
are
and
visiting
Mrs.
Stanley
HensM4. Muore weer-ern:en for a long- -where they spent several months
versity, New Green-is.
developed to give migratory ducks
er 'visa with her parents and her with MM 1-e Joel Stephens, who Mrs. Rains' parents, air. and Mrs. ton and Miss Ruth Houston. She
s-sio. James B. F.:noels grand- a resting and feeding place during
J
Bt
Romertson,
will
also
visit
I.
her
Route
sister. Mrs. Riley son of J. B. Swiree
brether. Lt R. C. Stewart
fticas. stationed theie..
1, was their long migration from northern
Mrs Herbert Howard Owen!t- Nix, and Dr. Nix in Lames,• Texas, in Murray Tuesday. Haute
Mrs. .Clyde Gaylord. Sharon. Mrs J S. Miller and grandHe
is
home Canada to the Gulf ' Coast. The
-Tele.:177 iM=s7-e-Wayinosi Gaylord, daughtea N.,ncy Miller .Seiy. of bierces=srn- opeiato,e patient-at-the before returning 'home.
lakes improved the duck hunting in
from overseas duty..
Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville. Mrs. Randall Dulaney and daughAgin Daniel Lovett_ of the Navy Western iteiwucky before the KenShe-willreturn Friday to the home ter, Jane. of Padnah; are spending
visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. tucky Reservair was imeounded.
of her parents. Mr and Mrs. J. B. the summer in Murray and have Jae T. Lovett thia week.
Because improving the duck popRobertson.Route 1
taken an apartnynt at the home of -Mrs. M. S. Stmenson is visit- ulation is the main object
of the
Dr and Mrs G. B Pennebaket. Mrs A. H. Koperud.ing her. daughter. Mrt Zelna Car:Judith. Martha Lee. and Mrs. Pen. Mrs. Clifford Melugin has return- ter in Murray ior a few weeks.
nebaker's mother. Mrs Prints.. of ed from Jonesboro. Ark.. where At", Mrs. SteViossiin has been visions dissolving one pound of bluestone
Morehead, arrived last week for a visited her daughter, Mrs. George three other .0,i:titters ir. Califor- in 5 quarts of %valet'. Store in
'Visit with friend* in litorray. Dr Henri.. and family. She was ac- nia ,end Texas.
glass jugs.
and Mrs. Pennetiaker returned to companie-d-e to Jonesboro by her
2. In a 3-gallon sprayer tank put
their hone: Senday and Mrs. prints: grand-daughter Melissa Henry, who
9 quarts of water and one quart of
Martha Lee and utirth_it:remarned had been visiting in Murray.
add one-warier iiiiii ty Agents Notea "stoek7
or ii-1.7iiiTs:;ith Mrs J W Carr.
rs Mary Ed Mecoy Hall left
of hydrated. time, previously made
-•
ft,
t:awri'itattis
Ter n eager wnere she
into a—intooth paste: --A
—dd tableBy & V.- Tay
Since we have Come home we had the pleasure of se,n. Lowry. Jr. are the guests of will attend the annual meeting
spoons of arsenic of lead for leafreloding a' political statement under-Ohe signature of Mrs Rains' parents, Mr, and Mrs. of national officers of Sigma Sig- The final thinning' of peaches eating insects.
Each pasoing month will see more and more of
ma -Ws—
mu sorority which
to be-Mould -be done now. They are be. -3.- Close the sprayer and shake
Jiaites-G.--Wils-Oo. that was "W,ritten from a foithole." We J B Robertson. Route 1.
our -serVice men tetoloitie home-again.
Mrs• Hubert Howard of Owens- held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel. ginning to make their'full growth; end-wise 10 to te times Ce'iver the
do not deny the truth of the statement, but in respect to
• •
the men who have sened their nation, we demand that boro, is an ,perative natant at the Mrs Dan Hutson of San Fran- ,end if too many peaches are on the vines completely on topside and
It
CAN
day. for them, provided the
be
a
great
rise.,
Vanderbilt
-is.
visiting-her
trees,
Hospital
°
parents.
in.
Mr.
Nashville
they
Will
not
be
of
good
size.
underside of foliage. Another spray
the originaL letter from James G. Wilson. in regard to this
necessary preparations are made NOW to assist
She will be able to return to the and Mrs. W J Gibson. arid her You can thin your peaches until should follow in 10 days.
statement and his official announcement under his sig- home of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs husband's parents, Mr. and Mrs they are about six inches apart on
them with their post-war problems.
nitiire_Lin Erect violation of military laa4 be submitted. •
, - - - N P. Hutson
.
Robertson.
the limb without reducing the The Pottertown Homemakers
• •
,s. ebato; us a.feterans -of - World War II. for-truthfulne.
,
Mrs S C Calvert of St. Louis. Lt. .jg.1 Fraek Altrert Stubble- number of bushels -at harvesting. Club met Thursday. June 21, at the
- Assure them of a County Attorney who is et en
we live and act in the thought that 'the statements w,ere returned to her home Tuesday fol- field left Tuesday night for New New is also the time to nitrate home id Mrs. J. A. Outland
at this moment personally advising flervice -men
ticker 'written by James G. Wilson. NVe want to know lowing a visit with her aunt. Mrs York City for reassignment after your trees with three -pounds of Luncheon was served to 17 memas to their problems under the "GI Bill of Rights,"
spending a leave with his famibein ammonium nitrate or five to six bers including three new members.
frem Whose foxhole they were written-- a soldier in the J. B Hays-Sr "
Mau _Isabel Waldrop of Washing- .Murray. Mrs. Stubblefield accom- Jewels of rutrainad soda -ThiS will Mrs. Pierce McDougal, Mrs Myrdie
and will becoming back with them, army-trained
Philippines or 'the -foithole .of 'a civilian candidate .who
D C. is spending a vacation pawed him to New York.
aid in, adding size and quality to Outland. and Mrs. Bertha Kinibrew
and experienced, to assist them in this critical perseeks to split the soldier's Vote in two parts.
a sh her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Pfc. Robert James Stubblefield the fruit.
iod of 'their livgs.
Officers for the ensuing year
will return this week to Memphis You will have brown rot unless were elected.
, In no way doli'c want the -people.f this' coorty to - - —
a• •
weeks
after
with
spending
!authoress
two
keep them dusted or ,,prayed
t}Ink that we %%Mild fain() uphold any-veteran of World
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale. emerparenta. Mr. and Mrs Vernon with ,wettable sulphur . Unless sul- gency war food assistant, gave a
War II, either Flora or Wilson, but we do- not intend to
Re-elect Lt. Alvin H. Kopperud THEIR
phur is used, you may not harvest discussion on canning and the
Stubblefield. Sr.
sit jdly hy and witness one of our fallen comrades be the
County Attorney
Miss Halene Hatcher, who has any peaches as the rot will get them proper method of jar closures.
victim of civilian .politirians who use one soldier to debeen spending her - vacation at before they are ready to use,
Next meeting in July will be a
fait another•sOldier, in a political campaign..
—FRIENDS
OF THE SERVICE MAN
home with her 'mother. Mrs. W.
Showery weather and cool nights picnic on the Lake
Hatcher, and sister, Miss Mildred provide fhe very best eondftions
• These are our reason to believe some rotten
Hatcher left Sunday to return to for blight on tomatoes. potetoehive gotten into this campaign:
Washington'. 13 C. where she is meloas and beans. It is possible *
employed as a geographer in the check this trouble where it is F.
▪ First. we do lint believe that a soldier that has ever
PLUMBING
cartographic section of the Map starting to spray now. The leas,
etvoed the prixacy of a foxhole under ..nemy fire. would
Division of the Office of Strategic already-b
.
rown are gone. but when
SUPPLIES
u$ that shelter as a-stepping stone in a political camthere are still green growing-to
Services.
paign. About all a matt thinks of when he has been forced
•
Mr. and Mrs. W B Scruggs have part of the crop may be saved,
into a shell hole or foxhole, is his mothex and father.. hireturned from Essex. Mo. where The bordeaux etrength rec,o,
BUILDING Sr FARM
wtfe and children, and his Almighty God, but least of
they visited. Mrs Scruggs' (laugh- mended is 4-4-50, by which is mei,.
HARDWARE
all as the subject to win an election in a sheriffs race. It
'Cr, Mrs. Harold Lumsdori. and Mr. 4 pounds of bluestone and 4 pout.i4t doesn't make sense to us. nor do we believe it makes
Lumsdon and family. They were of lime in 50 gallons of water.
•
sense to any 'Man who knows what the battle rattle ot
accompanied home by little Miss can' be made as (ollows:
-A. B. Beale & Son Mary Jane Lumsdon. who will 1, Mike -hluesteine ,tock" .1
The War Production Hoard has removed its restrictions on the production And disDiath sounds like.'•
tributicn cf t> pew titers and they arc now releAsed for unrestricted sale.
spendthem.
erime
nine
with
Est,
1897 Murray, Ky.
• Setond reason: Although we do uot claim that men
Mrs H Nom., `4•Olivan and Now Many Wear
Under these new conditions. we shall lie halms to receite your order direct for
irt:othgrAeaters of war feel as we who have followed the
A• mans REMINIITON tspenriters s.sou may wish to purchase.
GI through - a thousand miles of battle, we have _netel
The Nen REMINGTON typeseriter ;sou %sill get reflects the tremendous advances
witnessed the time when the welfare of a Man who has
plat has been accomplished...ince production N., resumed. It is both business- and
With More Comfort
ngt suffered the wounds of a battle was put beforethe Tar
"battle-tested" and boasts an amazing service ret ord -- one n hit h suit tan today transPASTrETTI.• pleasant &hallo* 'ad.
late into greater economy and greater !spina production in your oon office or home.
who has fallen. Our last drink of water would be giver,
acid) powder, holds false teeth more
firmly. To eat and talk in more comtol'a man why might be gasping his`dast breath Of life, but
fort, just sprinkle a Intle FASTEETIt
on tour plate• No gumniy, gooey. pasty
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
.didnt fail to get it. Nor we never heard of a red
tast• or feeling. Vheck• -plate calor(denture breath) Chit PASTEL-TN itt
bknaled soldier who would 'step- ahead of a fxrlen
any drug store
ill: it polltical campaign. The suffering watt' served first.
thvy were given the right of-waa; on theitiattle field. thi
HARDWARE
triarport planes. hospital trains and sAis, and even thi
(lofty retogniZed this spirit of serve .first those Who neert
SPECIALS
it griost.,
Murray, Ky.
Phone 60
•
Metal
Curtain Rods
•
annot believe that Sin. Wilson..ahoOld he hay.
• Aluminum Cookie
)(Nitwit the soltlijirecord of I.. I): Flora, would have bee)
Sheets
tlie- tool of conniving politic-lades. who seek to. use him a
• Carpet Sweepers
a!mean; tit •sp
sbidters ‘iite -and the votes
• Porch Swings and Chains
mollters and fathers of men in the armed forces. Men wtr,
• 20-gal. Wash Kettles
nott the-110mm: of a foXlpije know. the thie meaning sc
,• Galv. Garbage Cans
soldier devotion to a Man who - has gone down on hi
There will b.; Student Training at Murray each Sat• Galv. Chick Feeders
ktw.es on the_hattli-field.. and they are not - Made of ti
urday and Sunday of each week ... Hours 10 a. m. to
• Electric Fence Chargers
I-Triv.oub42.'take a drink . of cool water front •
stuff -ti
7 p.m.... If the number of students demand it, classes
and Batteries
parched jipa.sf.-a. man who ha*hoen wounded.- And
will be offered on bther days of the -week.
Electric Churns
cannot believe that a man who truly knows what a foxhol.
•
means a ouid write
Each Student is given INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION
• Electric Lighting
-a mt4sage such as appeared la-•
.
Fixtures
week.
• White House Paint
11- 4 Wlsil to taise friern -e;gt.
Lessons are $4.50 each. A student must have 8 hours flying to re• Arsenate of Lead, Rotohonor w huh rigivtfoll... belongs to •him, and if we
ceive a pilot's license. After 8 hours flying, one can solo.
none, Paris Green, Lime
Pictures are records of treasured memd4ne him aninostiee Ate wilt make•amends. If Sgt. N1.
etc.
son's fathel• can produce the Original letters within sevi
Reliable government approved planes; licensed by CAA and in A-1
• Fishing Poles, Lines,
orials
to
those
we
hold
dear
his
son',
harldwriting. supporting the fir-.
(1) daYs in
condition. Instructors are men of wick experience and all former army
Hooks, etc.
*a•nouncement and the se( gold. the "letter from the f,••
flying instructors.
• Chifforokes and Glass
•
hole," in comparative per-onal letter, • with .
Door Slifes, Ironing
stamp affixed, Own
ItelleVl. the statements, l;
Boards
MURRAY FLYING SERVICE
censors. do not pas, actiie lii.litiat t itrtitilitiggiingkor: it
NOTICE
,• Ice Tea Glasses and
a loiation of rni'litar law,
Pitchers
FEATURING CtiNI-I'LETE COURSES IN FLYING. CHARTER'
WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY
• China Teapots
.Therefore, we the unde,pesgtittl, belie..e the two at
SF:RVICE AN,' COM MERcIAL--FLYING
•
Rash's
and
Double
• ttelus appearing-irr the -weekly .newspapers under Sgt
THURSDAY UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
Shovel
Blades
and
the
from
foxholes
were
of
Wilson's name
the A. A..„,,A
Bolts
LOCATED ON FRED BARBER'S FARM ON HAZEL HIGHWAY
NI:, ',Street in Murray. IT
(lake. on the battle front
•
• Mowing thlachine and
Hay Rake Repair Parts.
For Further Information See
Overseas Veterans of World War II,
.and a well assorted stock of
general
Hardware
(Signed) HOYT PHILLIPS
• H. T. SHEFFEY at IbAir Field SATURDAY or SUNDAY, or write
503 POPLAR STREET
(Signed) Toy Williams
• him at Box 626, Paducah, Kentucky
Douglass Hardware
TELEPHONE •92-J
(Signed) Orville Boyd
Company
No.
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Lt. Alvin H. Kopperud
Their County Attorney

From Whose
Foxhole?

Remington Typewriters
Are Now Available!

FALSE TEETH

Kirk A. Pool & Co.

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE •
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TheiFinest in
Photography

Love's Studio
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Grove, is attending' a Methodist
ding took place at the home MI
Hazel High 11_
Cooper attended
Youth Caravan Training Center
.
2
Bro. L. H. Pogue on the evening ,
,
bricklayer be- s...".•Paa
School and was a .
i of June 21. Their attendants were
Epworth Forest. Leesburg, Ind.,
fore he went into the service Febthis week in preparation for volun"miss Mae Dell Hopkins and W. T.
ruin?. id 1944. His wife. the former
He emphasized, however, that
aa•
t cry savice during the next-seven
Bucy.
little
like the . American Constitution,
his
send
Miss Myrtle leicicmara
The West Murray Homemakers weeks in "eocal Methodist churches
forces of tyranny tind -reaction '
4:a
Holeapple
Graves
Mrs.
and
--Mr.
St..
the Pre-idcnt asserted, it can be
10th
girl, Jane, live cm South
Club fleet June 13 at the Training. in the Nortk.Indiarta. Conference.
wetaci attempt to split asunder the '-•
imp:awed through the years..
and Betty Jo visited Pvt.. Wilma School_ Mra._Sa V.,Tpy_preaided.
Merray.
_
.
CetiUnited Nations.
- ends
whit* eeinseises Bortttoen
'Aid
(7-Mr.
Ririe
fottr-Ogs
•
__Ope
the
hundred
4- .1-eitri—lifT
-'VOA 117ref tI. in-ait oarNew offieera Were er6cTed arTol- tral
conquer, he said, was and still is
InIllinois.
Saturday
on
-Tennessee.
Mrs. Al Iklorme-n
thee"- the President said, "is new the aim of the Axis. But
lows: Mrs. S. V: Foy. ,e-elected
son of I'Kentoeky-.
BM 2-c Thomas Earl
he .preSelected because of- her experdiana. . Missouri.. and Mississippi night. Frivate Heath id' .en route pleadent:' Mrs. T. la Smith. vicelaid the duty if transforming into dieted it would fail in the future
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------- -Mrs. J. M. Rowlett Is
Awarded Scholarship

was Miss tenelve Wells, deughter
Hams and Mrs. Garnet Loafman, yirginia B. Calhoun. Mavis Young: daughter, Erline Pritchett, Mrs. game Miss Ruth FtichniOnd was
of Mr. and Mrs. R. 'T. Wells before
eerier project leaders: Mrs. John Pearl Edwards, Mrs. Lorais Thum- William- Duncan, Mrs. Alice Prit- eiwarded the prier: for high score
her marriage.
and end Miss Barbara Diuguid low:. The
Armstrong minor project leader; I assort. Lorene Byers, - Dorothy Sue chile Mrs. Wesley 'Brown
• • •
Mre. Harmon Ross, reading chair-1 Smith. Ruby Blakely, Corche Whit- daughter. Mrs. Steel Elkine, Mrs honoree -was presented a gift.
The Womans Association of the
Mrs. John M. Rowlett, Murray,
MET WITH
e3ti: Mrs. John Workman. cloth- I low. Dorothy Neal Blakely, Grace Darrel Elkins. Durthea Dean MaCLUB
The hostesses served dainty re- Presbyterian Cburch will meet at 3 BRIDGE
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Anderson. Lucy this. Joan Mathis, Mary Nene Pre- freshments
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3
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the University of Cincinnati for a
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Waldrop: Live-at-Home 'leader.
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tained their bridge club Monday ary art and architecture.
•
Refreshments were 'served by Murray Carr and Mr. Rupert Hen- Mrs. Hal Mathis.
.bara Diuguid were hostesses at a
Tuesday. July 3
night. Higher scorers in the game
PENNY HOMEMAKERS MEET
Loafman and Mrs. 011ie dricks, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cooper.
Mrs
Those sending gifts were Mrs dinner party Monday evening . at
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through the Fine Arts Department,
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JI.LUZ; 18.
o
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.
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"STANDARD"
20 per cent
LAYING MASH
Guaranteed to produce as many
Or more high quality' eggs as anv
other feed on the market, regardless of price. Try a bag$3.25.

ROSS FEED CO.
Telephone 101 110 North 3rd St
WE DELIVER

Eighteen Months Have Elapsed ...

•

Kentucky Bell'syklews

FLINT NEWS

ni!

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers-ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIE,LD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

AIIER
PK

FROM HEAVEN
OR MEN?

T. 0. TURNER

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
Telephone 64
We Deliver

How women ,/;,,/ girls,
mayget wanted relief
from functiOnarpirioeiW psint
Cardut is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relset
from the cramp-like agony and Dersous strain of functional periodic,
Matra& litres how It may help:
Taken like a tante.
It abould stimulate
appetite, aid digestion.* thus help build resistance for the "time'
to come.
Started 3 days hilore ' your time". it
should help relieve
pain due to purely tune.
Lionel periodic causes.
Try Cereal. If it helps, you'll
be glad you die.

34.

2

C4RDUI
When Your
Back Hurts
And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may he caused by disorder of kidsty functton that permits poiso•ous •
waste to accumulate. Fur truly many
people feel tired, weak and muser10.1e
when the kulneys fa,.. to rerno.e eac.se
aria and other meats attar from Um
blond.
You may miller nagging backache,
rheumatic pains bead•ches, dimmeaa,
gettioc up amhts. mg psma.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urin•!low with smarting and hurmng s another sign that something ta wrong with
the kidney• or bladder.
There shield be so doubt that prompt
t•eatmerd. :a wiser than neglect. Use
ihroa's Pills. It is better to rely on a
medir.114, that has son countryside •pel than on something kaa tao erably
nown. /Ions', have been tried and tested many years. are at an drug stoma.
Leo... today.

DOAN'S Pi LLS

* THCELEBRATION
FOUR
It"

God had commanded a Iamb be offered; Cain
offered produce from the field. Some today
would say. "Surely God would not be that
technical." Who art thou to reply against God,
- Jesus never did lead men to believe that
the
just because they were religious that
Heavenly Father approved them. Rather, the
Master showed that if a religious practice or
doctrine did not come from Heaven. it came
from men and was vain. (Luke 20:1-8; Mark
Was the baptism of John from Heaven or
from men, lie asked. "rut." objects somebody today. "baptism is just an outward ordinance. and is really not essential." Jesus helievrd that In reject John's baptism 'ass to reject God himself: Luke 7:30. So with the baptism. not of John. but of Jesus, which he has
commanded for everybody: Matt. 28:18-20. Is

at Kentucky Lake State Park

Blood River News

Incense burning and inedrumental music are
use
both pleasant. For ourselves we may
them to our heart's content. But as acts of
worship( they are from men and therefore vain
worship. Jesus told his twelve apostles iMalt.
114:18, Whatever they bound on worshippers
.would be bound in Heaven: it would he from
Heaven. The apostles hound the Lord's supper hut not footwashing: they bound singing,
but not playing on mechanical instruments:
they bound praying but not incense burning.
What they bound is Heaven's law: what they
did not bind must he omitted, for it is from
men, not from Heaven. "Whosoever goeth onward and abideth not in the doctrins of ('hrist
hath not God. Whosoever abideth in the docSon.''
trine hath both the Father and. the
II John 9.

COME TO OUR GOSPEL MEETING NOW IN PROGRESS. BRO. KURFEES
CHARGE
PULLIAS IS DOING THE PREACHING, AND LOUIS DORAN IS
SERVICE,
SONG
THE
OF

Welcome To The Churches Of Christ
•••••=1.•.•••,,Mee!•

Clifton Mitchell S 2-c, Bost ,
Mass,, recently received his ci
mission and has been assigned
the Ttrguga LSD..
and
childi•
McClure
Fred
Floyd and Velma and twins, Saa
Nell arid Mary Euell went to
their son and brother, Pvt. C.
McClure in Louisiana last w..
Mrs. 011ine Radriguez, Detr
wrute her mother. Mrs. Moril
Mitchell. thanking her fbr
Ledger and Times.
Carlos Rodriguez of the Manii
Roariga
and brother of Elmer
recen:
Was home on furlough
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rodriguez
N•
companied the Marine to
York for a week's vacation_ as:
relatives.
Mrs. Myrtle Ellis Cassey .•
son of Nashville are visiting I.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry., I

•••

LARGE
War Construiction
Job
in South9ist.ern Indiana
has openings for

Carpenters
PAINTERS
Laborers and Patrol
Men

Boat Company

also Sheet Metal Workers needed by sub-Tcontractor
og

RADIO STARS including Tex Cummings, Pie Wee and
Ann, 'Hatchie Ramblers, Slim Dillon's and the
whole Hayloft Frolic Gang, Mack and
His Dixie Playboys

Work meek. 54 hours; 40
hours of straight time and It
hours of time and a half.
Room and board available on
project site. Transportation
adyanced.

There will be Boat Rides, and Boats for Hire, BarbeQue,
Ice Cream and Cold Drinks ft.,

E. I. Du Pont Dd
Nemours & Co.,
Inc.
•

Company representatives will
interview and hire at:
.

FUN FOR EVERYBODY
ADMISSION ...

Hoyt McClure. Detroit, happea
e
to a painful aeeirlant the
week when two fingers were.
off by machinery.
John Freeland. father got' Mn'.
Harris Wisehart Detroit, died the
past week. George Freeland and
Mrs. Clay McClure etended • thefuneral services.
.:

e

War Manpower
Commission
United States Employment Service

50c and 25c, tax included

Court House

SPONSORED BY,

M ayfield, Ky.

--.McCORD BROTHERS I
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'On July First

Refinery Hit

SIDNEY A. WATERS GETS
DISCHARGE FROM ARMY
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Come to Us for
Prompt_and Efficient
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SERVICE
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Porter Motor Co.

Homemakers Display
Chair Slip Covers
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PULLETS
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Get 'ern on the nest
early.. with this
a-as

-

PURINA

GROWENA

0,141, YOUR
for
dazzling

Jr

spectacle...
spy Ichng songs
giowing rotnange'

I will have my recording machine in the grand
jury room on the second floor of the Court House
all day SATURDAY, and will make a record of
your speech that will be played at the
picnic
Wednesday.

Po!
Gccrge

I already have a number of candidate speeches
recorded, and want the speech of every candidate.
If you have not
corded, WILL YOU

441%

LET'S MAKE IT 100 PER CENT!

- - ADDED -

PERRY

acis=-They

Teen-Age Girls

House Wini

41.1•1a..

in your back yard-

..HOG FATENA

a

Short of red points -raise plenty
oigood pork, get late of red gravy
by roisiragaroar own hog on Hog
fatena2 It grows 'era last and
wain._ Feed it streaght or .-_:!•Dr-r
with tail., leftovers

,-w

MEI

.
of SUSAN'
OHMS O'KEEFE

,

Don DeFore -.Rita MAW
Waiter

,

The speckling
tops in Laths

' The More I See You"Aceputreg. .

In a few days we,will have the largest display of
LIGHT FIXTURES ever shown in this county.

Or supplies of this *7
AA killing-power
sarayarenow good.
Costa only lc pet.
day per cow. Ordes
r -w.

gc$IcoN'miNv
ilia
1,111D ;
T146 SONGS
YOU'VE BEEN SINGING
vi,h I

,V01111,1A PERIBEIt

GET YOUR* 4

The Affairs

lug cotabliii

WILLIAM
BE.AIRICE
CAVALIARO
CARMEN

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

LIVESTOCK SPRAY
REQUIREMENT
. S NOW"
i40

TUES. - WED—

TECH
..P1-111.(SILVERS
GAX1O4
in

Ask the people whose houses we have wired.

HURRY!
'

(arc's

MURPHY •LANDIS

•

R4/SE 4 •
Ale•.

O'BRIEN

had your political address reSEE ME SATURDAY?

WAYLAND

Use our classiiiea
gel- the business.

4.,SUN'D AY-MOND

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR SPEECH RECORDED
FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY PICNIC that is to be
held at MILLER'S CROSS ROADS?

Well. old Diagenes can just
blow aut his lamp and go home.
He can find his honest man right
here • in , Murray. Buddy Downs_ Ill
son of Mr and Mrs. Johnny Downs
of W!'st PoVular
The other day
Buddy. found
about $85 in' a toll of bills on the
thaw of Day and • Night Lunch.
There was no identification or
pocketbook. but Buddy just turned
the'rnaney over to the proprietor.
1.1iied Workman, where the owner
Raymend Alexander later recovered it

Ow Sas,* Saw

TODAY & FRIDAY

Mr. Candidate!

Diogenes Blows Out
Lamp and Goes
Home

WHEN YOU 1111, ALL
v 0 ll11 POULTN! AND
tlf(110C11 NEEDS AT 11111

I

INSPECTIONS FREE

Grand Ole Opry

746‘44.1 ritemusd

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

--Masy.
,Smae. Misses -.Katie •
Charlene Linn, and Mr. and
Mrs. Elmul Trevathan attended
Termites are •a serious problem
he funeral- of Mra. May Trevathan
in all but the northernmost secat Mayfield last Sunday. She was: tion of the country TERNIUNIX
reared at Almo and she and her ' Licensees, with offices in more
than 200 cities serve the 36 states
husband Eddie Trevathan' lived
most heavily it tested with, tenhere and at Hardin for several
miles. Use TFRMINIX Inspection
years. later moving to Mayfield
-Service.
where they have been for many
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
years.. She leaves her husband
and two daughters, one son, sevPhone 262
eral grandiatuldren. and ope brother. Charley Manning of Texas.
Mr), TKeVathatl W-iti 79 years -of age
last week

CU

says

Carole'

Phone 97

An tile show

AND MOPE!

wjth ..
songs and
stopping,

SATUR6AY

WATCH FOR THEM!

PURINA.
ADMIaaltr,

- -r

Economy Feed
Store
Phone

eSeAPI
a TO Fit16

PURDOM HARDWARE CO.

LIVESTOCK SPRAY

Sundas' Matinee
‘derits. main fleet
5dult.. hale ens
Nights
adult:. main floor
%dulls. balcony
_ .liandAy _Mitiare
duns, main floor
.1111elcony cloaed
hildrrn. sal% ay s

•

Murray, Kentucky

Westinghouse Appliances
Warm Morning
Shellane Gas

P

HILLIP
.TERRY
AUDREY LONG
ROBERT BENCHLEY,
EVE ARDEN
d
ERNEST TRUEX
MAR
.G.
C_RA
.
M.ER

A ColumeiN rtC'Vlif
NU; N'

575

'
t

Stoves

...SIR

1'1{01 X.1 1.1

"The Jury Goes Round' n' Round"
starring S ERA VAGUE
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Birthday!

a Finney.

Opal Ross-.
Farris.
on Miller.

I —Irby Samrrpm •
.dep, Mrs. Ilemi

ow long will
tt take to beat

ick

[NED
ON

TENANCE

PAINTING
•

ATTERIES

ES

Co.
'hone 97 j

•1

-MOND'Y

One Year? Three Years? Five Years? Look at these Facts...
From the Army and Navy. Thep Figure it Out for Yourself!
0

In spite of Midway, Bc' Jugainville, Tarawa,
Saipan, Leyte, Manila,Iwo Jima,Okinawa,and
all the other American victories, Japan now controls an area
and population far larger than the United States, and with
many natural resources greater than ours.

RIEN

Her home islands are industrialized and organized to the
last rivet, the last kilowatt of power,the last pair of human
hands.

•lANDIS

Japan can put in the field over 4,000,000 well-trained,
battle-hardened troops, many with ten years of war behind
them. This force is twice as large as all the German armies
which defended France, the low countries and the Western
front of the Reich against the combined armies of the
United States, Britain, Canada and the Free French.

>E11) —
41/41
re Girls_

•

Back of these soldiers are more than 70 million civilians on
the jap home front, firmly indoctrinated in emperor worship—every man,.woman and child ready and eager to die
for the man they believe is a god.

WED.
•

Japan is fighting on "interior" lines. It's true that its fled
is now much smaller than ours. But never forget that the
U.S. Navy has a much bigger job to do.
Thc Japs have stated, and no thinking man or woman
doubts it, that they are prepared to sacrifice 10,000,000
men to hold their empire. To the Japanese, life is cheap.
The emperor and the state wan everything—the individual, nothing.

Before YOU do—, remember that many a gallant American
boy,now vibrant with the breath of life, will die at the hands
of the Japs.
How many?
_ —
:
)
Thousands? Certainly. Hun reds of thouiands? Probablii
Well, how many?
That's up to you.
VAMLIIIIIMMUSIBMi;1

- Id have put
- w-ou
If the war were to end tomorrow, japan
the seal on a conquest greater than Napoleon's.

BUY
BONDS
NOW!

"But," you say,"the war with Japan won't end tomorrow::
Well, what about it? Will it end
month or next year, for you?

tomorrow," or next

Are you planning to quit your war job, stop yo7u7 blood
donations,slacken your bond buying, use black,markes•gas,
have more fun, ease tip geneially?

i
1,

"IrilliffilltlirtritiVillitiMIIIIIIMMIIIMIWIlli

The prive Will Be Over Saturday Night!
•

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the following reputable and progressive Mut ray businesses:
Corn-Austin Company
Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
• J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery
A. P. Earmer & Company.

Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beak & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Collegiate Inn

Farr.ier & Gibbs Dress Shop
C. J. Farmer Motor Co., Sales-Service
Frl.zee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's

Mgr.

Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank

Parker's Garage
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages

..M111111=A_
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I FOR SALE 30 loads of manure....
Call 9120 ot
Phonxiew Stables
2c per word, mi-nim-um charge
Jy2a.
Themos Banks at U.
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
IOR SALE 80-acne -tratadvance for each insertion.
,ucost
mile_ soulh 0
Extid. nrce dwelfir
t hurch
gesst t,ibacco barn, ge 1
barn. other outbuildings
acie
Services Offered 11F
For Sale
Wanted
.00d shape: good well. cistern
-water. 12 acres timber. See
I. •ERA
-/(;NS AND
flows WAN-1.1- .
!p
•
Collier Hays or Leon Rale_
Murray
be
Will
12..1N7,-S the' Hine Finwei 'vIa.-:
ejectrreSee S
on-1[17.9days and Wednesdays:- FOR SALE 226-acres for 83.64si
/Flay- 'Ear: and Cs.rrie Peterl Hui, I:a
tr Mrs. L T Ciawford,
Js - surrounded on three sides by th•
lock 10e N. ith 9'...11 St . or tele- 1.-.1:1 St Ph. tie 479.
phone 613-W
-5p• - KENTUCKY. LAKE and by State I
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS with FOR SALE B.iby buggy Steel Park .landS. Many exdbllent lake-(...el cement
Approved
le*A% $1200-304
new ales Near Eggiwr's .Fer.•.
DISTRICT AG-ENTS- \l',ANI"ED
j
by.
Pullorum controlled.
.,..d
c,
lp Briclige on Marshall-Calloway lila
NOith 7th St . phor,e, 527-.1
Proved - for years wth AmeriCa's old liOn lio
-.New log house! 30 acres in corn
heaviest laying strains. R.P0. sir- FOR SALE- Beth
batince young timber. See R. CI
d
.
noetiso.
Se•osi
chickens
•
wick.
set
h
C
FreeThelma
b,
d
.7.1rs
Riley. Benton, or C. O. Bondurant.
MI.711 and 1..fe Ins:eta:ice
Helm's
bulletin.
br...tine
Chicks
.4.;m0
lp
Ii
juc ,h. K
Murray.
d
• con.ims-1.
July 30p
Nu:their. Life l•
Ford. has
FOR SALE 1936
Taa,y
good shape. CABIN SITES • FOR SALE -- Oi•
REFRIGERATORS.
tircs,. motor
ERATORS. EI.EC TRIC
.
Kentucky Lake near Jonathi,..
Ct. e.g. 3
Kirksey.
' RANGES,and Appliaoces repair- See Jake
ed Also house wiring
Barnett Hoot, 1
lp Creek bride:. and U.S. 68. Cheiii•e
of 20
4-150 eat-h. -See Curt
I WANT TO BUY typew444-er* add-, ES-eirse --and Refrigerator „Service,
trig 'machines. c,..sh registers and" 403 Maple. Phone 8118-W1 or FOR _SALE -Half gallop and quart Phillips or It-er-R-iley. Benton, oi-C.--04 Honduran-F. Murray44.
-eons, ver-y-elteapi
used office--e'----irk -A:1 56
if -site
›trs W J Shankle. M7 North 5t1)
-, •
St.. or. phone
Pool. z5011
on MOrfarm
43-acre
ALE
S
FOR
Lc
.
60
tf STREAMITNED WRECKER SER- St
highway. quartet
ray
-VICE. New -eq-i-ipment.
RANI ED M ' • t k ofarm: fast. depts.dable•wreeker Service FOR SALE 11,dpoint Automatic mile north. Almo cre,ssing. Fjte-stock barn and tobacv..ith family g.sM Sthirges• re/Venal:4e Day phonc Elecnic Stove Raking Oven". Br's I. rem
will fen tosh
haute 6-r- tottarti--Cirrele-rh'
VT:NTVtt. phone '424-Porter-Mo- en:, Warming Chalet e two elements co- baem•---geort
cotfe.'T..and truck drive r tory Company. Chevrolet Sales and rmesitig See it in kitchen of First porch running st,,,ck water; .sit
1 Service "tf Pree.byterian Church. 16th aestd acres timber. It is A. A. Whitlow
wanted • Alb. rr--Ford Sedalia
Jy5c
Man Ca:I No. 165
Ip farm.'.See 'Orval Whitlow.
•
WANTED 13..ys 16-years ..1 acs .rr UNWANTED in A I R REMOVED FOR
aid
a-ha-TR
SALE - VE-eat thre,her:. log FOR SALE House
ushei s at the from take. arms, -and legs oy the
older-2.i woi k
Wagon: te.C.. tricks. sawmill See garden • space: modern contrei,of
-method
mod,rn
Electrolysis
Capitol Theatec Apply
Vanity
W.alter Wm:ht.:Hazel. Ky... Reason *ien:es. autornatic heating system
v phvsTcaans. T h i
le apprnced
Theater.
Jy12p :I.oeat.•d 2 blocks aft square
method is
rnianent a n d pain- for selling ill health.
Ii
- phone 48-J.
WANTED Middle aged- lady ire do less. Cyrone IX-CI-aro, RN Phone REFRIGERATORS F
SALE .
tit&
- thres:_ 162'w
_ housework fcrr-1.0..ty
Commercial type. ?..ti cubic feet. 21 the Ledge!
•IFfilex
&sir. cornmet•eial
For Resit
MONUMENTS
' Times
lp
ia.cery or i t
Exceile nit for cafe.
Murray Marble & .Graritte Works market - N., priorit.y-.-C-rter
'FOR . RENT •A.,3-room atortment.
Sy!2e urifermshed. private entrance,. 1
Lost ahd Found 1 i Eat Maple. St . hear Dc-pat Tele- vice:' Paris Tenn phone 121 Porter White and L D
coilege Mail twice daily
New and blosk
FL'IL;iiTURE
tt
1.- Outlai.d. Matagers. . 15th
-.Mrs. Martha Eau'. 1415
LILIST Pair ot erotica Veil ran.-_-.1_.........
• .- - - - - -...--- '
- - - -T wised- : E441•141,- b..Sh Soot and- wooci, Street
an_d wood
nied glass.-- Write Patsy Walden :WANTED - Mattresses to rebuild. I
_s.
files. ledger peelty.x 665 Pal is Ti tin
11)1 We will pick up your.-iild mat•.--- - '-'---'--- - -, - I IrcLals -ahd _make_ _thera,...new..,_---t
• - -LOCALS
•
I
-A $20 Mil se:Stele-in Frazee Paris Mattress Co. G S. Jackson, clinies. used amt-rrw-typewriters
k
_Mu
Isirrie. T.clie.
Iturlsun. lir 31.iplug jjaLur,4.‘e ik'Mg Y tit
find- phone 979-W. day ph,ne 3
lice Tuesd..y
S Ce s. ;.ecordiria to a riaessagre,
er please r.,tify Mt, Mai tn.,: Fisir.
•
_i•ci••-fl_ by lees mother, Mrs_ H. A
av-41.101e4-_14014E_FOR SAT F. +As •ew-i•-•-••.- Otte 1, .1s*renrc. and- ercih.43 to be in
1415 S 1591 St' Rewat d :ifee-re4 -1 F9S-T•
we will have a cornpos:e line--ruf-- ..! Ti.'
• Hardin soon alF.. brother
M.
:oh.bi -t
.
of Sizt
. Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. -12e.itati- Het witer. 41,elt •
'C P
* .1 ett Tfoll"
atrtO complete line of Gas applian- .1;1(1•re-nt
Has
y
RECAPPING and
ces to be used with Shellane Rot. cothar S 'Loh 60!i'a• Vi • o
VULCANIZING
Pardons Hardware. North Ntr! Joe 0e,
• tlt-d
NOTICE
If
5th Street.
ONE DAY SFR\
FOR SALE lOi 15cC ca• lc;
nieeting at the
annual
The
Tube Repair larre injuritoi
HEATING SHEET ti'
Ph
METAL:ELECTRIC MATERIAL.
•
OUTLAND CEMETERY
E "Je7.kit.s Tele- Fe /It SALE
STOKERS
k•
•
July
Will 114. W.
phone 498
tf
cabinet arid te.
11th.
-41,4e.
659-J
1-1
T
' • • MEMORIALS
White Way,Bi Ue Shoi
All who are interested,
HALE SERVICE
C.alloway County Monument Com•
'send your
please,_comeiir
STATION
Panr. Yester A Orr. sales mama. FOR SALE -A g“.KI (1.`.•
contribution.
Last Ifiel-way
Me e. 1"- • 5.5 Ws -*
11.
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An Announcement ...

To Farmers of Calloway County!
On June 30 the Callowavounty Soil Improvement Association Inc., will open
a cooperative farm"supply warehouse Where you can obtain 'Ugliest quality feeds,,eds. fertilizers, and -farm supplies.
the other items we will have for you are
. The feeds and fertilizers and many
made in mills and factories coope6tiyely Owned hY f;irmers and are therefore of the
hest quality known.
Thr,e- Will inClude.:
16 per cent.•20 per vent, 21 per_
cierit, and 32 per cent DAIRY
FEEDS_
CALF STARTER

DOG FEED

MILK STOOLS

CRACKED CORN

MOTOR OILS ,

ARSENATE OF LEAtl

CREASES7 --NEW TYPE FRUIT JARS
CINDER TWINE
BALING WIRE
PAINTS
ROOFING SUPPLIES
FENCE CONTROLLERS
BATTERIES

PARIS GREEN

STARTING end GROWING
MASHES

ROTENONE
BEAN BEETLE DUST

LAYING MASH
MEDIUM. and COARSE
SCRATCH FEED

DUST GUNS
PHENOTHIAZINE
-POULTRY EQUIPMENT

PIG and HOG FEED
HORSE- FEED

FLY SPRAY

•

It will not be our policy to deliberately undersell, hut- it will he our policy to handle only the highest quality supplies at reasonahle.margins.
LOCATION

On East Highway, just across the railroad.

This is your organizatiOn, owned and controlled solely hY the
REMENIRER
farmers of calloWay.,Couthy..
YOUR SUPPORT

-

Calloway County Soil Improvement Association, Inc.
Postoffire Brix .,49I

Nfurrav

Teleplihne 207

,- w

i41 t7.77, 111-

•

.

.41. 1

JAILER
R 'H ROBi LAMB
SETH' COOPER
CIRCUIT COURT CLEItit -DEWEY RAGSDALE '
SGT PALMER OUTLAND
•
TAX COMMISSIONER
-Ct.AUDE ANDERSON
DEWEY CRASS
with the ertny'-of oet!ttpltiner- dear
Munich.
CO Charles Ft Steele -Ls now in
France He entered ,the Sarvie.
in December. 1943. and has been

Swinn,s Grocery
PHONES
2-5
•
SUNKIST SALTINE
CRACKERS
1 pound
19c
3542 pounds
s•rup 3-lb. jug Cesco. Maple
F la %sired. reduced to
30c
Crisco Honey Flavored
53c
Syrup. 5-1b. jug
Spites' White Syrup. 5 lbs.
40c
Staley's Golden Syrup, 5 lbs.
35.
reduced to
Krim s•rup
tin hoc ket 75,
IPark berries sorghum flavored.
50.
5 round.
12 1-2e
Stringle Ite•ns pound
jb,.i v en,,a, straig ht `Seek •
15c
'.q uash. pound
10.
Red Peaches. ripe lb
10r
ell... Ripe 'apple'.. lb
Me has e 411e1r1I4 of e.-Lipton s, Nla‘uuell 1114o1Pe. Mi
'Cori:rick. Tetley's. Tenderleaf
and others.
Coffee. hare and Sanborn.
33i
pound
Canova in 3-1b. wide mouth
$1.05
jar.
6.5e
7-Day. 3-111. bag
39c
Folger's. 1-lh. jar
Beets. No. 2 1-2 size can.
15e
Scott t'ounty
17e
LiblicCe., No. 2 ran
lIe
Gilt Peas. No. 2 can
lee
I empto Peas, No. I ran
2 ran Shelled saie Beans
Se
10c
ampbeirs Tomato soup
$1.00
Flour. 25 11w. Self Rising
S1.15
25 Ihn. I.ynn Grove
95c
25 lbs.- Ky. Rose
25 Iles White Rose in fancy
bag. and 5 lbs. White Lily $1.35
Cheap
Other Flours
52 75
loll litre Growing Mash
51 00
25 lbs. Growing Mash
s2
Seratch Feed, 100 lbs.
1-2e1
old Melons. Dv...
634 I
Weeson Oil. pint 33c: quart
1 1-2 bushels stork Peas$150
Wh.tie Pcau bushel
$140
sorg hum. gallon
Fancy Sorghum higher
35c
Pop Corn. 5 pounds
45c
!emery Creim Meal, lIt Illeu
SLIM
,11.111. Inlvtell,
The famous "Ky Wonder Bunch
50e
Bean, lb.
White By. Wonder Pole
30e
Bean. lb
.Both are stringless and tendert
%et
Bushel Beans. lb
$1.00
5 pounds
30e
Black Pole Bean. lb
Bum h role Butter Beans. lb 30e
ountyy Rutter Beans.
cracred. 5 lbs.
White. 5 lb.
Red Tobacco Beans, lb.
pounds
sorg hum Seed. lb.
Broom Corn Seed
fruit Jars. Ball Mason.
Zinc Tops in quarts. pints
and half gallons
Kerr lars---qte and pts.
Red Vinegar. gallon •
White Vinegar. gallon
Angle Vinegar gallon
prior White Vinegar, gal.
Jar Rubbers. doyen
Rail Zinc Tops, dozen
Want home grown potatoes, also
Fr ye rs
NO

True

tea taste and amber-

clear color! That's what you
get with Kroger's Special
Blend -enjoy this better iced
tea at far less cost!

ava'or Itee.
leleut you ?hoof e1fate

4

41
.

3-POUND BAt;
Brand
71c
59
Pound
COFFEE Spotlight
3 TALL CANS
CLUB
27
MILK COUNTRY
No, 2 CAN 19c
46-0Z. CAN 45c
Fancy
Quality
ORANGE JUICE
No ration points required
25,,ouND
COUNTRY CLUB
$1.07
FLOUR

C. CLUB FANCY

No. 2 Can

Hone:- Style
KROGER'S -CLOCK
LargriAl
‘atc. pound 10c

15( BREAD

APPLE SAUCE

No. 2 can

FANCY QUAI.ITY

TOMATO JUICE 10c
KROGER'S Special Blend
Half-Lb. Box 37c

ICED TEA

19c

COUNTRY CLUB

Pint

GRAPE JUICE

Quart

37c

10.0
$2.74

6'4/Ca/Si FEED
'Csilc)ATCH FEED
i
‘
ICE
ATERMELONS

100 Lbs.
$3.02

lb.

4,

No. 2 can

FANCY QUALITY

PINEAPPLE JUICE 13c
Tli MEAL 10-lb. sk 43(
FoN
S or HEINZ
C,FRBFR,

BABY FOOD 3 cans •21c
WESCO BABY

. •

IGO

WESCO STARTING

•

,
4 1111.....k*Waa...1......01111104.11....MillaWeiliest
.
•••••••••••••
,

4t
.

-

:s4

100 Lbs.

GROWING MASH '3'
1 -OZ. COUNTRY CLUB

CORN FLAKES

12c

MASON FRUIT

18( JARS Pints 55c Quarts 65c
rent..23(
RAI I ZINC
(
Gallon 99
SPRAY
JAR LIDS Doz 23(

.
ii
dj
iiiE
2P
s

Fiji

KRAUT

•

G

Guaranteed Foods

•
.4444444.4.444- ••••••••Ne-^ce-

Lbs!

CHICK GRAIN

--vstY::
it.-

.
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Announcement
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N
overseas for 14 months Pvt. its 'Ring members
methods- have .been adopted by
JaIllt.S ft. Steele is in Camp Ruckprincipal!
Orst
the
was
Carr
Dr.
s' club members ..n•
er. Ala. Both -boys are.- wns of
of Bloomington High" Settorit,---andt Wttfes II UN --111/:•.• 44.44-e•--r. juin
His
Ray
Steele.
Buchanan.enh....
The Ledger & TimeS is authorthe first graduating cfass under his &guilt Mircne J. Kelley...
.' to announce the following
principalship -also held -a reunion'
candidates, subject to the action of
- Huy that extra War Bond nos...
at this time
the.liemocratie Primary, Siiturday, Di-. and Mrs. .1. W. •
Augie,t '4. 1945:
4LOUNTY ATTORNEY
,Carr Attend Reunion
LT ALVIN 11 KOPPERUD
at Bloomington,.Ind;
A Letter from the Wilburn Family
WAYI.ON RAYBURN
JOE WEARS
0
Dr, and Mrs. John W. Cart were
in Bloomington. Ind., last wc4k-end
REPRESENTATIVE
IN PERSON
APPEARING
where they attended the 60th reT 0. TURNER
union of Dr. Carrie class at InArk..
The Wilburn Family Of 10.(•N, lVth.VjlIC,
diana University. -fortrierlY-of
SHERIFF
• "Grand Ole_Opery....'
Of the 26 members of the class
CHARLIE II ADAMR-- who graduated in 1885, six are still
Tenn.
WENDF:I.I. B. PATTF:RSON
wit,
livint- and three of the six were
Featuring "Ike the Musical Genius"-the boy
J. I. FOX
present. This class received a cup
of
hill-A
L. D. FLORA
surprisingly makes. yint lallgh
for having the largest per cent of
JAMES G. WILSON
billy t•nte-rtitinment for everybody that you will
-appreciate and long remember.
COV'SITY JUDGE
NOTICE
Something entirely diff.ert•nt coltiL ational as well .
PINK G. CURD
HOOD
HALL
1 have equipment here in
as entertaining.
Calloway County to du Ter0.iir motto: "A Pleased Audience"
CITY JUDGE
racing. Pond Digging, small
L. ROBERTSON
Road Jobs, or any kind of
- -•
HUB MURRELL
Property Work,
At the Old Tobacco Picnic Ground4 at
COUNTY COURT CLERK
CONTACT ME AT NORTH
LESTEH G. NANNEY
Miller's Cress Roads
13th STREET. or call
- 796-M
31.1..C1ti.TRATE_
JULY FOURTH ... ALL DAY
Wadeaboro District
GEORGE NOYES
LEE BARNETT
W. C. ROBINSON
Hazel District
L. N. MOODY
Murray 13Lstrict
E. G. MOODY
CATLIN' CLOPTON
CECIL HOLLAND
Concord,- District
JOE B., MeCUISTON
W. A-- .PATTERSON
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County —
A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

ill
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'ar Bond nrev!

•

BLUE CROSS
TO INCREASE
HELP GIVEN

•

mily

Ark.,

boy who
y of hillyod Will
at a, v.,•1 1
eo

I'rinceton To I raw •
I lorse Show

ANNUAL 4-H CLUB
RALLY DAY HELD AT
COLLEGE JUNE 16

Rye Generations

Princeton's Horse Show will be
a three-night affair, it was defi• The- .Blue Cross Plan for -the nitely
decided at a meeting-of the
Nth time is increasing hospital committee which
will have charge
,1•I'Viee benefits for its 104.000 subof the event Monday night, Chairseribers. This :announcement was
man- Carl Sparks Said. Dates-were
madc . today by George S. Hart,
definitely fixed as-Jhursday. Fri• l'hairinan of the Murray Advisory
day and SaturdaY. August 23, ::4.
Committee on behalf of the Keys-and 25.
Winston Clinic and Wm. Mason
The first night there will be sevea
Th Annual 4-H Club Rally Day
Memorial who sponsor Blue Cross
rings, followed by the Horse Show was held Saturday. June 16. on the
here.
ball at the Countrit Club. The sec- campus of Murray State College,
These new benefits are available
ond night, there will be 11 rings. with approximately 85 club girls
immediately, Mr. Hart stated, and
and the final hight, nine rings. in- and boys and their parents present.
will continue withou
Arrangements for Rally
Cru-ding. the stake events.
Day
the members as long as favorable
Mule and halter classes 'will be were made by Miss Rachel Rowexperience permits. Additions to
land,
home
demonstratIon agent,
shown on Court Square Saturday.
the service include penicillin, all
August 25, :Mr. Sim-Xs said, proba- and S. V. Foy, county agent.
.drugs, -oxygen:
tabrirrt,- bly beginning
The program included ple'dge to
early in the aftertory service and all other, items of
noon. This Is expected to be of the flag. 4-H Club pledge, group
routine care. Hart 'said that under
singing and Movies shown Py H.the new plan all hospital serVieq, 'much interest to visiting farmers C.
Browli from the state-4-H Club
'without limit, are now ayailable to especially.
Department.
The boys' contest
the Blue Cross members when adwas identification of farm plants
mitjed as bed patients te,the Memprofit hospitals that has made the and the girls entertti the clothing
ber Hospitals. Defined by law as
plan such a success, Mr. Hart said. style revue and tanned foods judgprofessional . services, and therelie further pointed out that allb ing.
fore not available. are: x-ray. Paofficers, trustees, and
Advisory . Miss Carolyn Ruth Hughes was
thology, Anaesthesia and ElectroCommitteemen serve without pay. judged the county winner in the
cardiograms.
Our job,,said Mr. Hart, is to see style revue. Winners in the farm
Mr. Hart. in -giving a short his- that every family head has an op- plant identification contest were:
Pictured above • ire members of five generations of One family,
tory at the Plan. stated that it- was portunity
to
budget in- small, first, James Sherid-an; Dan and Each t ne is the older member of their respective families.
organized by the houisville hos- monthly payments. through Blue Hal Shipley tied for second place.
Seated is Mrs. Alice Chuein Hughes. 87. wife of the
late Robert
pitals in August: 1038. for Jeffiit.- Cross. for the unpredict
Canned food , judging—first, Eva
able hos-son - county citizens only. In ans- pital needs of himself and family. Grogan and- Jenell Foy tied; sec- Hughes. She is the only living member
family of nine children
Her twine IS near Browns GroVe„,'
wer to many requests throughout Already over 19.000.000
persons ond; Janet Key.
StandinC center. is Mrs. Lettie Mayfield, wife of the late
the State. it was voted in 1943 to throughout the United States and
Girls entering the clothing exJack
extend the services. Blue Cross Canada have glue Cross
Who is the daughter of Mrs. Hughes; right R °Mayfield. beit Mayfield
protec- hibit and style revue were awardprotection - is no available to all tion. His prediction was
of the College Farm. who is a grandson of Mrs. Hughes;
that over ed ribbons as follows:
left. Mrs. Paul
Kentuckians wtib enroll thrOugh 200.000 Kentuckians would
Apron — Blue ribbon: Nancy Bailey, dautliter of Robert Mayfield.
avail
and her small son, Ernie Rob
their place of employment with themselves of the service
Weatherfti
rd.
Julia
Fuqua. Mary Bailey who is nine months old.,
by the
She cooperation of their employer. end of 1045.
Elizabeth Walker, Patty. Burlieen.
The' picture'waS taken at the home of Mrs. Lettle Mayfield,
Rt. I.
Store than 2,00:1 business firms and
Betty
Wilcox, Betty June ButterFor further information see the
industries have made Blue Cross local hospitals or write
worth,
Red Ribbon: Datha CleaJ. E. Wade,
Goode.
available to their 'employees. lt Citizens Savings
bon: :Suf. itubblefield, Betty Ann
flank Building. ver, Eva Grogan, Glenda &mins
"
Oar*** with our non- Paducah.
and Audrey Scott,
Slip -Blue_iRibboli: Patricia Ann Roger's. Yqry -Ellis. Mirky-toode.
Towel_Blue_ ktiaboaLMary_EUz- Brandon,. Jacqtfairies Phill" s. Caro. Euls Mae Rose.
Mint—Blue HiTabor"=re
ab-t:IF— Walker, Patty Burkeen. 4-TyrAtiglies."Virei ey. .in a Sue
Betty Wilcox. Betty June Butter- Glass. Jean DeBord. Marilyn Wal- 1.0( k hart
Work Outfit—Blue Ribbon:
worth, Glenda Simms. Red Rib- ker. Wanda Trevathan,
orkman.
bon: Nancy Weatherford. Datha -Hurd, Nellie Jeare Workman. Jen- ram
Sleeping ,Enseipble--Blue RibCleaver. Eva Grogan, J14,11a Fuqua nell Foy, June Mitchell. Red Ribbon: Jean Hutson.
and Audrey Scott.
•
Pothotder -Blue Ribbon:- Petty
Burkeen,
Betty
Wilcox. BettyJune Butterworth, Glenda Sims,
Red Ribbon: Nancy Weatherford,
Eva Grogan. Julia Fuqua, Mary
•••
lizabeth Walker, Audrey Scott.
White Ribbon: Datha Cleaver.
School Frock --Blue Ribbon: Sue
Stubblefield, Carolyn Hughes. Janet Key, Linda Sue Glass. Marilyn
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Walker, Wanda Trevathan. Polly
DeBord, Nellie Jean Workman,
TELEPHONE920
Betty Ann Rogers, Eels Mae Rose,
Jennell Foy. June Mitchell. Red
Ribbon: Jacqueline Phillips. Patricia Ann Brandon, Jean DeBord.
Anna Haley. Mary Ellie. Nancy

• 85 Boys and Girls
And Their Parents
Attend Meet Here

Mrs. A. Q. Knight
City .5withming Pool Two Tennis Courts
Dies In Texas; Was Is WelPAttended
At City Park Open
Formerly of. Murray The city swimming pool in the For Play Today
Mrs. A. Q. Knight, formerly of first two weeks of operation has
accommodated 873 swimMers, be
at her home in Heeville. Texas, June 4, according to cording to reports from the m5ns
Rowlett. There
a report from
newspaper in that ager. Mrs. Tom
city. Mrs. Knight had been in have been .206 children under 12
failing health since last October years of age; 551 youths over 12
and for the last six weeks had been ! years. and 116 adults in the pool
this season, and a few of the days
seriously ill.
Funeral services' for her were ! in the past two weeks the pool
held at the family residence June has been closed. These figures in5 and burial was in Glenwood dicate that the pool will be a popular place all summer.
cemetery.
Excerpts from the Texas newsThe Red Cross Life Saving class
paper are quoted as follows: .
will end this week with a class
.7Harriet Vinson Knight was born of six completing the course. Those
on September 25. 1860 in Tennes- who graduated from the course are:
see, a daughter of_glizabeth Lulea Misses Ann_ Littteton—Razcl _Houck
an
Edmond Luten. In 1881 she Naomi Lee Whitnell.. John Mack
Was Married to A. Q. Knight in Ctirter.and Howard Miller.
Tennessee,, and to this union four

Murray. died

_
Two
the City Park tennis
,courts are open for play, according
to Supervisor Ty Holland. The
courts are in fair shape but need
playing on, the park official said.
The park officially opened last
Friday and the attendance has
been good . even though weather
conditions have been none too
good. Holland said.
All equipment of the park is
ready for use. Reservations for
pavilions- may be made by calling
No., 175.

—DriJ; J. Dorman
Graduate

children. two 'boys and two girls,

Veterinarian
•

were born, all of whom preceded ber 7. 1935. 'Miss Lucille Knight
died in 19:39.: ..
their mother in death.
"In November, 1919. Mr. and
Mrs. Knight moved to Beeville.
and were actompanied by their
son. T. B. Knight, and daughter,
Miss Lucille Knight. They came
_
from Murray, Ky. "A. Q. and T. B. Knight entered
•Real Estate and Insurance
the grocery business under the firm
name -of -- A. Q. Knight & Sun.
Were Inuring Both Farm
Later they operated a drygoods
Store and continued in that busi494-J Office
Telephones
ness 'until 1929 when T. B. Knight
died. A. Q. Knight died Novem-

605 Olive Street
Telephone 560

GHOLSON'S AGENCY
• Rentals and Sale
and City Property'
494-R Residenc4

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile

r

LOUISVILLE
LEXINGTON
ASHLAND

FIRE

TereiMone 331

DAILX FLIGHTS TO

-Casualty
Gatlin Building

Murray,

Kentucky__

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
•••••••=1.•

VIA:

BLUEGRASS AIRLINES

Beginning the Second Hundred Years-

Hours 9 to 5

59e
27

The General Assembly'of Tennessee on December 11, 1545, chartered

My whole house redecorated

complete and will cost approximately $2,600.000.00 ... The idea was
conceived by our own people and the work will be done by men living
in the terri1nry. we are privileged to serve. This will eventually mean
heavier and faster trains, at greater speeds, with greater safety ... Thus
we will have more jobs for our own magnificene.forces and fOr our
returning soldiers ... We love America and the American way of life.
We love the South and all it stands for and has stood for ... We plan
and hope and expect to be the best public servant ever chartered under
tbelaws of Tennessee.

this Company by Special Legislathe Act .,. We are still operating under
this ancient charter ... NVe have never been in receivership—we have
never been reorganized—we have never defaulted upon, failed to jay
nor sought to compromise a fixed obligation ...We gave the public fair
and honorable service the first hundred year's, and we propose to give
more and finer service in the future ... As a beginning we have just
started the colossal task of reducing curves and grades from Memphis,
Tennessee, to Atlanta, Georgia. This work will take about four years -to

WITH GENUINE

('AN
19

:K• 107

Home Style
ound

10c

THE

NASHVILLE, CHAtTANOUG1 &

ST. LOUIS

RAILWAY

No 2 can

ICE 13`
lb. sk. 43(

*• 1

A AND

cans 21,

1•••

117.!

he modern

'ear

2,a40aNt

Make your rooms

the envy of your friends with amazing
Kem-Tonel Quick, easy — this new resin-oil finish rolls
or
brushes right over dingy wallpaper, painted walls and
wallboard. Dries 41 one hour. Has no pointy odor. Washes
beautifully. Therel no finer flat wall finish you can buy!

ti

11:111-TONE RetLER-KOITER
Qmick,oar, ‘....hy t 1

IMO

•
Pasts form

•pply Kmit-Tons

Ask your temr-Torite
. dealer for FREE demonstration!

Murray Paint & Wallpaper .Co.
North Fifth Street

Phone 323
Murray's Only 'Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store

SEE OUR FREE '<Arra' DEMONSTRATION!

HELP
'

FINISH THI FIGHT—BUY

4^

^A-

WAR

BONDS
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W PERCY WILLIAMS, PUB
USHER

Coldwater News
Alfalfa Contest
I In selling the latest issue of war bonds there can be only one
(Arrived too late for last weeks
Postponed Till '46, --Mr.
otsales-reeietatire. one farm of indifference, that is. thoughtlessness_ The . civilian propaganda. I have encourand Mrs. Novel Pendergraiss
aged several young veterans to stay
The War Price and Ration Boaei
and family spent Sunday with
i'American civilian is a somewhat careless, forgetful, over-optimistic
out of the race, simply because I -announces that- it is necessary far Says Ray Treon
Mrs. Nannie Pullen and Tom.
character.. If we stop to think. If we consider the contribution of the._
being encouraged to run against
I their better nutmeat, and that they Notice To All Truck
Operators!kind - were the victims of certain vicious

Buy .E Bonds Now

.

!

couldn't see anything but hopeless all, truck operators to call at the
Stanley Darnell, with the Ma, fighting man - the empty trouser-leg of the infantryman, the burned' stagnation for them. In contrast to Board and bring their license
After making inquiries of a numrespending a few days with
• and patchworked face of the.aviator. the emaciation of the sailor drifting the poLitical fields, there is every- ceipt and Certificate of War Se. ber- of the larger seed houses in rines, is
home folks.
Published Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth Ste Murray. Ky. in the lost beat, the tropical fever in the blood of the marine, the sickconsulting
eeSsity
before
and
West
they
could
hope
the
first
of
July
in
Middle
thing
for in jobs,
the
_
Mrs. William Carter and daughened mind of the prisoner of war - we will not begrudge the surplus in education, experience. and the order to get their gasoline. rations with all local seed dealers it has
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for Trammission as
Mrs. RoberCL.
!Oki
Second Class Matter.
been found. irpossible to secure ter and
our war-time prosperity. ready cash and creature effort. We will not fulfillment of youthful personal at- for the next quarter.
of
.Haneline and daughBeginning with the 15th of June for this year any good alfalfa seed, Mrs. Revel
tainthent
are
two
more
days
shame.
There
left
of
the
7th
to
War
put
ourselves
SubscriptiOn Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
Margaret Wilford
all gasoline rations will be issued according to Ray 1
.17e011, chairpaan. ter and ,Miss
$2 00 a_ Year. In Kentucky. let.50: Elsewhere. $3.00.
Loan Drive - we are behind with our E Bond quota. Won't you laity
concerning were Sunday visitors in the home.
statement
from
the
Trebles.
Mailing.
Center,
Mr.
Louise
Anywhere.
per-year
to
Service
Men
/1-00
-One veteran -I talked to had his
•.
yours /IOW_ '
Batzetl and family.
of A.
vine, Ky.. therefore, it is maces- this project follows:
ambitions fixed on higher planes.
Earl Lamb is on the sick list.
sary for each truck operator- to
is
seed
grown
northern
"While
He is to enter school when his disChild ren and grandchildren and
call. at the Board at hit earliest much to be desired we. would have
charge comes through. and work
others spent Sunday with Mr. and
ASSOCIATION
,F,invenience.
BY
HART
Oklacompromised On Northern
with his eye toward government
Mrs. Toni Darnell.
hurtle Or Kansas seed had it beea
guarantee
employment that will
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bazaell arid
available.
•
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
I was impressed by a conv•ersa- our age in thoughts, but not in him a life job and pension at resori.and Mr. and Mrs...Alvie MarinaAUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
lion with a local houeewife this appearance.
':There is plenty of imported of Detroit are spending a few day.tirement.
She was concerned with the
ANentlne aced but the agriculture with relatives,
'Arrived too late fee last weeks
Wc reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, week.
ceneene definitely advise, agaiust
I haven't heard what the Fiscal
I attended the State Central Exor Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest sugar satiation and the fact that
Mrs. Effie Kingings and other,,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Clayton and
there were those in town who were ectitive Democratic meeting in Court reported to the County Home- family visited Mr. and Mrs. Noble using same' in this area, say it visited in the home of Mrs. Matti ,
of our readers.
_a
condigrown under climatic
scheming, and bragging 'about their Louisville' last Wednesday
It was makers in regard to a decent rest Canady and
Jones and mother, Sunday.
family
Thursday not
tions so_it will be as hardy as deability to get extra sugar. I
fun meeting some of the Democrats room. It seems that with a petition night. "". i.
Mrs. E. M. puncan and daugh.
sired here.
mire any woman or man who is from other parts of the state, and bearing the names of organized wo•
ters of Paducah spent the weekMr.
and
Mrs.
Nalor
Clayton
"In view of these conditions I ,end here with relatives.
oU be the v tarn of an Independence Day casualty next week able to abide by the laws made to learn that there is harmony in men of this county who want some- anent Friday night with Mr. and
When we consider that the party. Plans are being worked thing better than now exists in the
discussed the' matter -with several
Mr. and Mrs, Fred Kirkland and
avhea. tsé. w4,ebsenye 'he Fourth of July' Accordin& to figures for for us all.
Mrs. Chalmtn Clayton. . .
our soldiers re -nese venting the- out for party efrettrh and for more rourt-hettse. the- -eourt should be
aetteely--intereatedems-Hae Calloway son and others attended Grand Ole
the month of „f ats Inet year there 'were SKr() Amercal who died
Mr. and Mrs. liorbert Alton•-an
deserve,
why
:alley
sugar and meat
Improvement As- °pry, Saturday night.
Democratic seats in the next legis- able to give a hearing and listen children
spent Friday night With County Rural
•
ton'I;
W.:I 4:n be among-ital.-a' listed in_ the holiday
fromàctide
should we griK over a- few 'neon- lature
sociation and the matter was subThe headquarters located to the women in person. It may be Mr. aud Mrs. Lee. Garnet.'
Mrs. Elvis Bazrell is slowly
•
esteeedeles nee/ week r can
make it eiossible-for accideelL to take a
who
three service clubs proving.
.eeniezicee7.a There are persons
in the Seelbach Hotel is confenient a project that will require the 'finMr. •and Mrs. Wilberti Clayton - mitted to the
hoh,fas
Who are 'sponsoring the grow More
have net* canned a can-of fruit and very pretty. and the workings ancial aid of civic organizations - and sons spent
Mre. Elvie Garland and ahild1.
Friday night with
Calloway County will have almost two hi:an:lays next week, be- whoaire clamoiang tot canning sti.g- there indica/at that the Democrats that is the extra care of the rest Mrs. Lottie Clayton arid children.' .Alfalfb• plans. Each club has met 'Spent. the week-end with Mrs. Effi
' There Ore those who are all up- are not asleep while the Republia room after one is made ready Who'
Cates*: the learii•h
Julyeve:11.eame on Wednesday and the half holiday
Psi. Charlie C.layton, and wife and decided that the:practical thing Garland and Olen—Guess
„
•
to do is-, withdraw the contest for
complaining over the short cans are re power.
the cost expended for hiring a maid. visited his • parents. Mr. •
taken 'a ii Thursday by :he locna busaiess firms will cause many' stt set and
and Mrs.
1,945 and they. have also agreed
age: in meats and fats. I have an
That could be easily worked out Tollie'Clayton. last week-end.
Buji that extra War Bond now!
two days in one way' or another Hundreds'of ouragOod
be ebse
and
idea those people have not yea
-Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lamb and to reinstate their cuntributiert
Each week brings some new-after the cause makes the either arcitizeas a.r.
..ao te the Kentucky Lake. This is the first yearathat the
give
the
matter
their
active
supthe
horrangements. There is a need for h son were Saturday night guests of
experienced the . war or
lake has beet:
ex:a:et:cc and 'accordieg to reports. it is the best fish- rors thereof. or Nee .they are try- prospective candidate into the field. nice place for all women
port
for
1946
if
conditions
next
to use. Mr. and !Uri...Nal-or Clayton,
..
Reports have it that Hillman Lyons
-ing place aerarby We have been. warned of the death tarps in the 1
tind personal conveniences has filed in the county court clerk's Most towns have such 'a place *fr. and Mrs. Gilbert Sanders silting- make the matter feasible,
So we "peen ti remember that swimming there asadaniferous.- The under- on thernerits of- their soldier suns
office for the circuit court 'clerk's and Murray should be no exception. and daughters were Sunda after-17:/0 6 only one of the several
,• • • • •
•
cur Fen's. the a ells a ed eisteraa. that have beets/flooded- make telex- Who have alteady gone to -war. Be race, Later we heard
ons df-The lintatMeinerits in
_aeon. callers of Mr: and Mrs. Henthat Palmer
pecteett thighs -iteit could cease '...re...mxpejaerticed swimmer serious heye intelligence enough to under- Otitland, another tiers-ire man had .Did ayeu ever try. _to eiimagine ry _Kerrie and numb'.--Brasawnies Agriculture that the Association is
-urging all farmers to pen in pratstand why the sugar is lienited. and announced in the same' race. Wade what, gotas through the minds of
treubla
. .
We ;,ii Wiat.ta haee a good time eie'ratheYourth. and with the ad. why it ia necessary jo 'deny our- Burk was in this office the other the service men who return home, dair,aged near :Munich, eGenn and lice in whole or in part on their
the sweets. If dav, and
farms_ , .
,
ditional gas allowed on our eardsalhere will be a temptation to stay selves of some sit
asked my opinion about to friends. toigown. to the activities hia buddies used diplomacy _end
for no other reason. •a self denial the service meta in the race, and that are ours!' Talking to many of
traded cigarettes to the ..eiguards. "Th,• --other plans will -periceed
_ 'tin the n, ,,ha,,' There. too is it"-daneer f accidents We naves expect
of fins arid sugars_ may be zi bless- wanted to know if I were going to, the prisoners who have come home,
tanned
Th'eets IS':Wed availfor the privilege otheafing
trie
,an ace acre f:aira
Mae -catefel steeia'a but always there is the .
ing and a benefit: by the Imes err e•ofe-Tfir them. I asked him what in:lit mind is confused With the joy
able so. far as we can find for the
jobs.
•
ethere
fellow b the roes'
• 'Who might not be so careful. so we must be- Stia•tie of the surplus averclupois
orie_shhhhi die „riffle sheriff., raas
_ r of seetnit them safe. and the. wonperrrsenent .pasnure Yeeelltnit in 41k...
Thoen were /Ai .1mippy. -the_ _
_
-ware
•
.tar raiher=felhaa's,terial.eaIrnerti___Ther;:
ate two serviceirt•
en
--• - -"e-- - aaseareeas---of the thoughts uneiciiteiaed
night they were freed, they could Oarioue claases,-7The cask awande .
Then there is the uanger ad auita Deaths aed serious injuries
The leaLawsug quotation 'ass He didn't ,heve. the answer..Then. ithey, have. I talked to Pfc. Holland not sleep,
according to Gene. They of $325.00 go to the various court.
from facartee
ali reeelt.fram guns that were thought to be unlowcie given to me recently bs's K A. teo,
there is Claud Miller still ! Gene Cole Saturday
spent the night in a hotel_ hod ty high schools . under • definite
...about the race .ser.,e4rmitt
/24 bold me about iliacap- talked-- and- vino* -tasffee.
Wheteiv. r the roe-casual for the iise.easi- eiewree-W
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little monotonous, the pinups take
the men's minds off it."
Helping in the idea are Sergeant
John Klub, Richmond Hill, N. Y.,
Corporal Rubin Mayerman. Newyork City. N. Y., Cpl. Charles H.
Jones, Murray, Ky., and Private
First Class Edward T. Butler, Atlanta, Ga. With a ,sense of showmanship, they change thi.1 Photos
every day, and sometimes between
meals.
"We never miss a man at chow
now." says Jones. "The men are
too interested in the pies, and are
always checking for new additions. It's a common sight now to
see the men eating with their eyes
glued to the rear end of a . . a
. . . truck." •
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One Son Killed.- • One In Philippines

GUY W. GARDNER, QM 3-o
WRITES FROM PACIFIC
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out here that you probably don't
hear about—Gu_schious Shima, and
others.
G. W. Gardner, Petty Officer 3-c,
If your old suit is in good condition, a
We were kinda proud also to be'
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner,
CLEANI
NG JOB by us will "spark" it
nu..
first navy vessel to sail into
formerly of Murray but now of
into renewed good looks, into a longer
Corporal
Private
the- harbor of Naba, capital city of
Knoxville, Tenn', it somewhere in
Jesse McNutt
Floyd McNutt
life.
Okinawa, and shell it: the marines
the Pacific.
and army were "kinda stuck" so
and
Mr.
Mrs.
B.
P.
McNutt,
Route
Sgt. Charles W. Farris. 24 years
Gardner took part in the inthey called the old "Navy blue'' for
of age, the son' of Mrs. Gertye vasion of Okinawa on .Easter Sun- 3. have two. sons serving in the
army. Cpl. Jesse McNutt and Pvt. a little blasting: it could have
Farris Evans. Detroit, is stationed day, according to a message
re- Floyd McNutt.
been pretty hot for us if the Nips
at Charlotte, N.'C., as instructor in ceived by his parents.
had •wanted to give theit shore
Gunnery School.
Jesse,
Cpl.
McNutt,
30.
draftwas
Gardner is well known here
battery positions away to our big
He volunteered for .serxice in where he was, star
a
athlete of !Slur, ed March 11. 1942. and received his guns, but lucky for us, they didn't
June. 1041. and has trained at ray High School.
training. in-- California. Missouri.
and we are still here —ha, ha!
Oklahoma City and Las Vegas,
and North Carolina. He has served
I sure have enjoyed the letters ,
Nev.
ove.raeas since March, 1944. with
of Dr. Pogue alais M-Sgt. Pogue
Sgt. Farris attended school at
Third
Army. Before entering
Sac
that you have printed. I'll never
ItileCLURE BROTHERS
Murray High.
service. he was ilnployed by BlaTarget his classes in history and
SERVE OVERSEAS
-lock Grocery.
—
I bet he's twice as.interesting after
HOME AFTER 18 MONTHS
Pvt, Floyd McNalt. age 27. work- he gets back from France.
IN PACIFIC THEATER
ed for the TVA And farmed before
I sure was sorry to learn that
being drafted January. 1943. He is so . many boys from school, many
After serving 18 months In the
with the Infantry aud received his buddies of mine, had last their
Hawaiian Talands. Malt Daniel Dun108 North Fourth
Telephone 44
training in California.
can. Printer 2-c. of the U. S. Naval
lives.
•
Pvt., Mellud is married to the
Reserve, has been home-on 35 dayMaybe we can have this "terformer Miss Sarah Nell Futrell.
delayed order. He reported to
Mrs. McNutt and two children.
Jacksonville. Fla. for reassignment
Jerry and Glenda, reside on Route
June 17.
4
2, Murrty.•
On his way to Tennessee he came
---—
via Chicago and his wife. the forLT. WILLARD DILL
mor Evelyn Sue Paschall and 26GIETS PR4/MOTION
months-old son. Minnie Daryl. met
him there at the -home Of his paAccording to reports here Willrents. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Duncan
rd Dill has beeh promoted. to
• Of 904 North 17. Melrose Park, Ill.
ist lieutenant in the Air Corps.
Before entering, 'service
Mr.
,le was a student at Murray State
Duncan was employed at the Artily
.4111
4 College at the time of his enlistDepot, of Memphis. Tenor, where
-,lent. and is now a
in an
they made their home. He did
laid photographic crew in the
print 'work there practically the
satrth Pacific. His wife. Miss ImoWest Main Street
Telephone 404
same as the work he does now.
gene Parks, and little son 'Danny.
As soon as he bas his orders his
reside in Murray.'
.
001 wife and baby will join him. --Corporal
Lieutenant
— -Grayson McClure Gilmer McClure
Henry 'Lee Jones. son of Bernard Jones. Coldwater. has been
Mr. and. Mrs. Dave McClure,
transferred from France to CzechoMidway, have two sons serving.
slovakia.
MEI
overseas. Lt. Gilmer McClure and
---Cpl. N. Grayson McClure.
•
LT. JAMES L. BOYD
Lt. Gilmer McClure, 28 years of
GETS OAK LEAF CLUSTER
age was drafted January 26. 1942,
and trained 'at Camp Roberta. Calif.
FROM. AN ADVANCED COMHe left for overseas servich in BAT CARGO BASE, India-..For
May. 1945.. and is now in France. flying more than 200 hours combiit
ERE'S
He is a graduate of Concord time, let Lt, James L. Boyd, husneed to be denigh school and was employed at band' of Mrs. Rachel G. Boyd. 602
prived of your Ford car for
Doran's Loese Leaf Frior before Vine shat. Murray. Ky., has been
lack of essential parts. We have
entering service. His Wife, the awarded the Oak Leaf -Cluster to
Genuine Ford Parts because
most needed functional parts in
former Miss Ruth Tinsley, resides his Air Medal.
they
are engineered to fit
in Memphis'.
• stock,so necessary replacements
Lt. Boyd is assigned to Combat
right . .. to give you better
Cpl. Grayson McClure, 23 years Cargo Talsk Forces as a pilot of
'can be made promptly.
of age, was drafted March 24, 1943. Cargo-carrying aircraft. He harried
service . . . to last' longer! Use
He attended
Neither need you run any risk
Murray
Training his wings and commission at#he
our Authorized Ford Service to
School and was employed by 'Tay- Advance Twin-engine Pilot School.
of unsatisfactory work. We use
keep your car in top condition.
lor Implement Company before LaJunta. Colo., on April 15. 1944.
entering service.
Since entering the India Burma
He is now in Germany with the Theater last year, he has flown 258
75th Division Engineers. He wears combat missions during 391 hours
ane battle star. He hal: be6n over- of operation.
for
seas since November; '44.
- Lt. Boyd is a graduate of Mur'Even with the Ford plants busy
Our skilled rriechanics„ special
Cpl. McClure is married te the ray % Stale College. Murray, Ky..
tools and equipment are your
on all-out war production, our
former Miss_ Aline and theyV% S employed for 'a
year as
assurance of lasting service satishave one daughter: little Sandra- Hotel Manager of the Hotel Mestock of Genuine Ford Parts
McClure.
faction. Bring your car "back
tropolis in Metropolis. Ill.
permits us to make prompt

THE SUIT'S NOT NEW ...
BUT WE CLEANED IT

id arid shildrt
with Mrs. Effi
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Why Buy A New Suit!
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CAR CARE
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SAVES

REMEMBER!!!
Let Us Do Your Laundry

WEAR and TEAR

•

SUPERIOR
Laundry and Cleaners

Hot weather melts down the resistance
of the weak parts of your car! Be prepared by getting your car ready now.
The Best Is None Too Good for
Your Car
• •

COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE
• •

MELUGIN SERVICE STATION

WILL BE
- LIMITED THIS

NNW

•

no

T

•

YEAR ACCORDING
TO THE FUEL ADMINISTRATION
IF YOU WAIT TOO LONG TO GET YOUR
WINTER COAL', YOU MAY NOT GET AS
MUCH AS YOU ORDINARILY USE

WEST SOUTH ST.

Frank Pool Coal Co.

TRY US FIRST

BETTER SERVICE

replacement on most needed parts.

home" to us ... let us help you
keep it rolling!

PHONE 205

DR. C. C. KEMPER

It pays

to INSIST ON

FOR YOUR FORD CAR

1

DENTIST
.

Telephone 3

MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY
Next to J. C. Penny Company

Stokes - Billington Motor Co., Inc.
EAST MAIN ST.
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PAGE FOUR
ACK-A( K SQUAD
IIVAVES NAZI-;; ON

them. They were .giVen moot:- 1 Natoli 38114 DR tomo
Ztons ta, pirsasecl in a iveStiFtly clI- IN PIM !MINI-,
reetton until some uric else would

SERVES

- • Amphibious Base at Little Creek,
and was _later. assigned to a
ship. lie is sumeve-fit:re in the .
•
South- Pacific.
Before entering service Seaman

form a defense perimeter, the men
volunteered for patrols seht out It.
wipe out the Japanese opposition
in the vicinity. Mirth; the three days they defended the "position, the section
blew up many caves and hostile
emplacements, killing ig Japs with
t
heir small auxilliary weapons.
Pic Cook is the son of Tonney
took, Route , Murray. The "Cyclone" soldier has been overseas
for the past 18 months.

LOCAL MEN IN SUPPLY
SERVICE IN GERMANY

•
ANTI-AIRCRAFT

FIFTEENTH
THE
WITH
WITH THE 35TH INFANTRY
l•NITED STATES ARMY IN GERinAn
GERMANY
IN
DIVISPON
The Americans then preaceedto
MANY The -Cease Fire" order
Elkins was employed at the H. &
cident that the. 448th Anti Air- dotal: the straot .They SPon llutl,
'ed
meant a new life and a new job
Weapons
Tube and 'Manufacturing. CornH..
craft Artillery Automatic
two more Nazis running franticaLs
.
Europe's
in
men
fighting
rho the
reeent1y -experienced ts ly-after "ifictm. waving their al-MS
1Xittalien-ebstoi..-Micli. Ha. Is mar„patiaT.
the
the
of
for
soldiers
foxhole* but,
4
Allis'
typical of the neroy's --confusion :
Miss
The
yelling
"Kamerade”
And
- tied, to the forther
•-Services`of Supply. V-E Day and
, drive' •Yanks didn't step: the German
during the -final
•Greentiold and they have 'one son.
the days which have. followed have
through Germany ineluded in the superman stopped in the middle of
- -Elkins and
Pat. 14 years- old: -Mrs.
meant simply the continuing of a
448th was Pfc. Rupeit t May- the street with a dazed expregoon
it 412 North Fifth
Pat reside
buck-breaking job which will end
,
bid. 100 South -Tenth street. Mur- on their faces.
—
street.
when Amerita's last soldier shoves
ray. Ky
Still `further down the road: the
off for home. Included are Pfc.
JOHN
BUCY
L.
PFC.
A gun section had become list group ofYanks came to a German
-Flagon Pierce. Route 1, Kirksey,
HOME FROM EUROPE
fromthe. long convoy that was hosPital.. .The n'tick .stopped in
Ky, and Pfc. Paul D. Garner, loynn
front and one of the men, inquired
in .chase of the
a
-long
soiling o
• Grove. Ky.
s•••
treating cot-my.„LatZ.. in the after- from 'on officer' and two EMsTypical of the supply men and
noon they entered Peine. .Ger-- direction to a csrooss town. tfos
their work is the personnel and asInan"y: where they were s.uppoaed rect and exact instruction /were
signment. of the 100th Quartermas_ tja meet their -outfit .Tlaey drove received from the tiro kid ed Ger- I
ter Battalion which, in Germany,
sp and down' the streets without rear,
Ots on the end of a supply line
;
American
.4.eitig any soldiers or any aigns of
stretches from
that
cross
Edgar H. Elkins, Seaman I -c. tta
their friends. Stopping at a
farms and factories to the mess
•
-HESTER
WWI
JOE
M-SGT.
General
toads to study the signs.- four GerLieutenant
of
0
tablesass
of Mr. and Mos. Sid Elkin,.
son
age
Downs.
_Cpl. William T.
.
Geruw's
Leonard
Fifteenth
T.
man soldiers eame ---00Voto give WITH 9TH AIR FORCE
the
.
into
inducted
was
Hardin.
Sgt. Hooell C. Dourea..o•n of is the son -of Mr. and Mrs. S.
Itierntelves ujo. tcrothe- •Amerreans ' A NisTo AIR FEIRcE BOMBER
Untold States Army.
'NlvY January 21. 1944. He reMr Old Mt, Maio•Ot D•or s, North .DOwns. Route 7. He • attended
the vt.htele was s.,.. heav,io loaded
Murray, Ky.
Great
The 100th operates in Germany a
ceived boot training at
High and farm.
1
order
voina
Murray
obat
to
In
i
'
El
in
drafted
BAS
was
Ftfth-.strset.
' That it was prilxls.>:b1e to take
1••••
6- --Gil 3.
- Eo'
Lakes and was then sent to a Nato
ed before entering service in Sop. truck -and rail head for dispatch
tairo 'a first - hand glimpse of - the ary '41. -He received his trainin
bet_ '42..,Cp1..Downs trained in of Class I Sopplies. _which to the
e ecriveness of the destruotion at -Fort HO. y. Kansas. Camp Slide
ORDER OF REFERENCE
states before going over- .ak-rmy means food—and Class III
setveral
planes
by
Louisiana
and
enemy
The
rondo.
upon
Miss
aped
by.
December,
'43. He is with t Supply, which in army terminoloto
seas
Kentucky
a
December,
in
group.
bomber
going.t.versees
of their
before
Calloway Circuit Court
,
and has gLoneans gasoline and other petroartillery
.anoanti-airefaft
.W.
Joseph
solder, Master Sergeant
'43. • .
, Lucille Bradley, Admrx, Riashtif
nst
tep
roo
fftic
efficient
e
peleurnfoirmpraorclicuectfsr.om Without Ni
Winchester. Tr.. of H.,..o.... recently -He served in Hawaii. and New served with the First. Third. Sev- iVS' Order of Reference./
Guinea and is now in the Philip- entts anti Ninth arrnies.
Heirs and Creditors ofpnyd Brad- otas flown over Germany in an a_
••
.
Col Downs left Calloway coun- r General Qtrow's army would not
A-26 3Iong with ether rrien of his pines with a mechantoil unit - of
...ley. Defendants
ty with 20 other 'boys and they eat, its vehicles could not run and
11,.
,
DIvIt-1
38th
the
Unit
be
cause
this
t
; It is ordered
been in the same unit since aft occupational job would remain
.Doores attehded )Sirksey have
eeferred to. GepIée Hart. Master -Part of the. Ninth Air Force eciuTN'o "(the boysisave been kkiled undone.
pendine
School.
effect
in
program
catior.al
High
and Lynn GrtiveCommissioner/31 this court. to take
Pfc. John L Busy, son of Mr.
In their handling of army food
Cpl. Downs wears threc. battle
proof of clarfms against - the-estate 'future assignment. these education:he 100th deals in "rations". A ra- and Mrs. -T. N. Bucy. Route 3.
and
Medal
Conduct
Good
stars.
the
purpose
double
41 BoydElCadiey. deceased, and all - al ft:ghee-serve the
tion is denied as the amount of Murray. arrived in Murray Friday
Expert. Rifleman's Badge.
.:_ — .
holding eta urea _against_ said of shOwing ground members .of the WITH FIRST ARMY
song
food necessary tel feed one man to spend a 30-day furlough with
...
.
estate wilt present their claims 304th...Elogibajltnesit Cr cup the -efor one day and the 100th Battalion his family and friends. Pfc. Bucy
SERVES IN NAVY
414riA.Yen_ before said Commis- suits of medium bombing tactical .
ships out daily 250.000 rations or was inducted into the Army in
'otter on or 'before August* L1& air -power, and. provicLng an atrial
750.008 "me-al'," to use the Ameri- June '44 and received his basic
or be forever barred from eollect- liiur.cf Beigturn_Germarty..Czechtscan housewife's standard of meas- training at -Fort McClellan. Ala.
same in any manner through slovakia and Austria
Dig
He went overseas in January: '45.
ure.
.
-.-_.
WinchAter's wife. Mrs. Verna
,
.
.
/Isis suit.
The rations are of .five typest A. During the time he was overseas.
'
- Witness my hand as Clerk of Winchester. lives or. Route 2, HaB. C. D. and K. Ration "A" is a he served with the 'First Army in
tiaid Court. this June 11O.1945-- zel M-Sgt AC:nchester has served
complete and balanced soldier diet Belgium. France and Germany.
Qois Lovins...,Clerk .01 • Calloway oversee; two years with the 2••-•r
sarndir to th, he would have on He Was wounded in Germany
,
is March 13, '45, and was takes
his table at home. •Ration
' -•-elIffirttrelitt7t•rrn-rt"-- • ----.!-'...e -•Floretrareleerot Groon -Hospital in
General
-the same type of issue-except that the 104th
--•••.og•
oloiwoomsoloefto
it is more adaptable to the field England.
On arriving in the -States, h
bioause it. Am:hide., no perishable
- are the nor- went to Halloran General Hos,
'11-jins,-'"C"-- and
From
- mat food-of fighting men, the con- pital. Staten island. N.
densed food_stuth packed in cans there he was- transferred to Willsee which have become iam Beaumont... General Hospital,
familiar roadside litter from the El Paso, Texas. He-will-rePort t
Normandy beaches to the villages William Beaumont Hospital the
IS NOW LOCATED AT
, of Germany.' Ration "D" ls a 21st of July.
strictly emergency affair, a bar or- Plc Bucy has received the Purchocolate/and cereal to be carried ple Heart and the gombat InfanNEXT TO JONES CLEANERS
•
by the..tioldier who must travel far, try Badge.
We feel that our shop alit be more accessible in our nevi location. Uor
and light.
ore
Preston
pl.
(
_The 100th learned their supply
expert radio repairs see U• at our flea shop.
drafloi in April. '43, from liorida.
Walter Lea is -Dub" Polly. Ene- moving job in the United States
He 'trained at Camp - Shelby, Miss
— IMPORTANT —
1••••••••••
•vs.
is the son" and practiced it for a time in
and went overseas in November of mata- 1-c. U. S. Navy,
Our customer., have left radios with us that are beyond repair and we
flritain
Then, when the traffic
thy F:--• of Mr. and Mrs. Aubcr Poly
44. and was attaiO,
be
moat
ked
pi,
Thes
Is not hese space to accommodate these old Nets
He has ° been in the service tw. of soldiers between England and
.
U.S Army.
year and received his boot, train- France grew heavy, they were
up hy the °onto. before jut', 1 or they still be deatrosedt
he •o
Hof- t • entering . e:t
11.• Emmett III•vimis Co.
Telephone 84
then pulled off their assigned job to
North 15th Street
a Loy_
He is the -leas -of Mr, ing at Great Lakes. He Was
Los Angeles Nava: run marshalling areas and recep•••••••••....re — tso•bl•st1•411910 0
••ci
. Morgan Orr. Syc,doote sent to the
540 So SoocA So — LowarroNe. K•
Tarining base for six' months be- tion camps for troop, arriving in
••••••••V
•
4=1.-0:0
.41111F
.1!..11•111.•••• •••=1....11...1;...M111.1111.0....11=1.0•11...•1`M
fore going 0 P011
21114 Orellm tia * Britain .. from the Continent. Fin0 .01IIIIIMID .1101MMe
=110.
they
themselves
marally
were
ad.
his
took
getnnery school, otie
gunnery at Van-- shalled and sent Off to Veep the
vi.nced traininVn
,
Fifteenth Army fed and moving.
cuver, Wash..
F 1-c Polly sailed .from Portland.
Oregon rat June -20, 1944 lie has PIC. FRANK COOK
taken part in six major battle's: WITH 6TH ARMY
lone. P5 Ii, u. twice on Luzon. the
WITH THE SIXTH ARMY ON
Laiiguyan Gulf. and he went in on
'LUZON-Carrying heavy machine
the third wave at Okinawa. He
guns up the steep, rocky slopes.
Oft the islands on April 9 for
_ the Pfc. Frank Cook. of Murray, KY,
.
states
in with a machine gust- section of the
his -shoot leave
Following
151st Infantry, 38th Division, gave
Murray in May he reported to Los
fire support for the first rifle unit
her "aMcirri
to secure the summit of Chalky
married to the former Miss Mar,
of
Cliff in the mountains' east
gsret -Buckingham...
Manila.
After setting up their guns to
Parris L. Miller. "Gle. 3-c, returned to New- York June 21, after
spettritng a 29-day leave with his
wife in-ci -daughters and parents
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WE HAVE A COMPLETE
LINE OF
• Cosmetics
• Perfumes
• Suntan Oils
• Stationery
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-THE-JACKSON RADIO SHOP

SANDWICHES DELUXE

100 North Fifth Street

• Ice Cream

• Drinks

LEGS, ARMS!"w

I
•

tokkeqe `1)%tvug

JACKSON RADIO SERVICE

Big, All Day

1

u Entertainment
JULY 4

BOONE'S

G. M. Miller. the son of Mr. and
"Mrs -Essiel Miller of Lynn Grove.
has been in the Atlantic but his
row assignment will be in the
PatifiC
Pr4. Joe H. Miller. another son
f 33o-aosi Mrs Earl Miller, la in
ig.Um He is with the First Ars- and has been ovetseas two
- stars for major
ars He has three
•tle participation. He hopes to
home before' long

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

QUANTITY
LIMITED
•

Balanced Savings
and Bonds for Future Needs

[tidy
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hare lirea Med 10
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:1171110111
A
TI
WHAT are the War Bonds you buy today' Not mere paper of en
indeterminate value — but investments in liberty which will he wort'
more in the future than you paid for them. Your War Bonds combined with your savings will buy the dearest thing ofl1 — your postwar home.
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King ',sill
operate tipses to
The grove will be neatly clipped.. and more seats provided. Mr.
in Murray as the south side of the campus grounds,
the Grove: one bus stilt operate as far %seat
m. And our at 1:•I45 p na. Rate from
too round trim a ill also be made to Hazel, One at about 9:7,0 a
above places, and from ('ourt Square, 20c each •ay By using bus transportatien v,.0 save tires
and gas.

RADIO

STARS:

We have again employed the Sunshine singers from station WT.IS.
They need no introduction, for all,
oho have heard them here know
they are singers such as are rarely
heard.
We have also employed the Wit burn fair y, knoon as "Hillbilly krlists' an no doubt many of you remember obeli they used to sing and
play over WSIN, hut they are no',',
with RION. a big Nation In Arkansas. They, as wet! an all others, will
entertain both morning and evening
The Murray Quartet oho are la 141
knoon in the county. will sing and
play.
Local talent will be invited to take
part in the all day program.

ADMISSION:
Adults

Children

•

. 35c
25c

THE ABOVE IN
t I IVES BOTH
I I DERAL AND
• VTE TAX

I RI F: PARK INC.
E for cars.
311d Vie can park inside as many as
L0414) cars. Plenty of eats, including
plenty-of .barber ued pork and mutton; ice cream, cold drinks, all of
a birth lilt be sold at regular prices.
Free iced s', utter.
Noss that one theater of the oar
()Ver,
rejoice and boost home
and "Hope and pray the boys
will soon he coming home."
TH. is our national holiday. and
me owe ourselres at least one dav
of rejoicing that our land is FRI:E,
and must be kept !REF,'

is

All over 10 and
under 6, cripples.
and Minister.. ad ,
muted FREE.
.0

It Is a day %sloth Ise shall be able
to Meet many of our friends: especially those of us who have been re'noted from our .native homes.

LIMIT OPI2OF EACH TO A CUSTOMER
owed., odoit4•••••• ••4 d••;.•• refolion• sl •••••e•Yew I ••••,...•
11.4o.”.•• •4 low oleAt el•••• pl•••••9 yew NAN, rem"' maim • fro.
sof ••••• wAINrod el poicon. 0.5•• NOW owl wale
or•••••1•••
vo.• of 900,4 ••••1 you

POLISH

CLOTH WITH EACH ORDER

WOO or ••••• A opo•441 IAN Ira 41wp ON. O•bl••••••

WIPPWihout

of FDA

BIG ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF YOU . . .
. . . SMALL ENOUGH TO BE AWARE. OF YOU

Miller Cross Road
Four miles South of Murray, on old Murray and Paris Highway; 1 mile East of
Midway, also called Tobacco Picnic Grounds.

emarkable
Offer!

1•••

in the Beautiful Grove At

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

21/11
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BIGGEST EVENT of the YEAR
Candidates will speak by transcription only. Transcriptions must be made prior
We make transcriptions. See us soon, to avoid the rush.
to that day. --.•

•
F. R. NOVELTY • WORKS
legVf TOON a 10. T.
DIPT t I •

Sponsored by J: M. THOMAS and WAYLAND PERRY
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